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Abstract

Conversational agents (CAs) such as voice assistants and chatbots have permeated people’s
everyday lives. When interacting with these CAs, people automatically attribute a personality
to them regardless of whether the CA designer intended it or not. This personality attribution
fundamentally influences people’s interaction behaviour and attitude towards the CA. By de-
liberately shaping the CA personality, designers have the opportunity to steer these automatic
personality attributions in a desired direction. However, little information is available on
how to design such a desired personality impression for a CA. Furthermore, in inter-human
interaction, there is no such thing as a perfect personality. Nonetheless, today’s commer-
cial CAs have adopted a one-size-fits-all approach to their personality design, ignoring the
potential benefits of adaptation.

These two insights, namely (1) that users assign a personality to CAs and (2) that there
is no such thing as a perfect personality, motivate the vision of this thesis: To improve the
interaction between users and CAs by deliberately imbuing CAswith personality and tailoring
them to user preferences. This dissertation pursues two primary goals to realise this vision:
(1) to develop methods to imbue CAs with personality systematically and (2) to examine user
preferences for CA personalities.

To achieve the first goal, I introduce two approaches to imbue CAs with personality based
on two underlying personality descriptions. The first approach adopts the human Big Five
personality model as the theoretical basis for describing CA personality. This adoption allows
me to transfer behaviour cues associated with human personality traits compiled from
the psycholinguistic literature and my work to synthesise three levels of Agreeableness
and Extraversion implemented in fully functional text-based CAs. An empirical evaluation
of users’ perceptions of these CAs after interacting with them demonstrates that human
behaviour cues may be used to synthesise Agreeableness. However, they are insufficient to
elicit the impression of low Extraversion or paint a complete picture of CA personality.

Due to this insufficiency, I develop a second approach in which I explore whether the human
Big Five model can be used to describe CA personality. To this end, I apply the psycholexical
approach,which yields ten personality dimensions that donot correspondwith the humanBig
Five model. Consequently, I propose these ten dimensions as an alternative comprehensive
way to describe CA personality and introduce a new method, Enactment-based Dialogue
Design, to synthesise personality based on these ten dimensions.

To achieve the second goal, I present two approaches to examine user preferences for CA
personality. Using a deductive approach, I investigate whether users prefer low, average,
or high levels of four different personality dimensions in a CA in the context of different
use cases. These investigations show that users have very individual preferences for the
dimensions Extraversion and Social-Entertaining, whereas the majority prefer CAs that
have a medium or high level of Agreeableness and a low level of Confrontational. I find
the deductive approach to be useful for capturing users’ evaluation of a personality-imbued
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CA, but it is not effective in collecting user requirements and visions of a perfect CA. The
second inductive approach, however, furnishes a novel pragmatic method to better engage
users in developing CA personalities. In this context, I also examine the influence of users’
personalities on their preferences for CA personality, but the effects are minimal.

In summary, this thesis makes the following contributions to imbuing CAs with personality:
(1) theoretical clarity on the necessity of dedicated personality descriptions for CAs, (2) a set
of verbal cues associated with human personality implemented in fully functional text-based
CA artefacts, (3) an exploration of two methods for synthesising personality in CAs, and (4) a
new method for eliciting users’ vision of the perfect CA. I consolidate these methods into
a user-centred design process for developing CAs with personality. Furthermore, I provide
empirical evidence of diverging user preferences and discuss overarching patterns which
CA designers may use to tailor their CA personalities to individual users. Finally, this thesis
proposes a research agenda for future work, which addresses the challenges that emerged
from the presented work.
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Zusammenfassung

Conversational Agents (CAs) wie Sprachassistenten und Chatbots sind aus dem Alltag der
Menschen nicht mehr wegzudenken. In der Interaktion mit CAs schreiben Benutzer:innen
ihnen automatisch eine Persönlichkeit zu, unabhängig davon, ob die CA-Designer:innen
dies beabsichtigten oder nicht. Diese Persönlichkeitszuschreibung beeinflusst grundlegend
das Interaktionsverhalten und die Einstellung der Benutzer:innen gegenüber den CAs. Eine
bewusste Gestaltung der CA-Persönlichkeit erlaubt Designer:innen, diese automatischen
Persönlichkeitszuschreibungen in eine gewünschte Richtung zu lenken. Jedoch gibt es nur
wenige Informationen darüber, wie eine solche gewünschte Persönlichkeit für einen CA
gestaltet werden kann. Darüber hinaus gibt es in der zwischenmenschlichen Interaktion
nicht die eine perfekte CA-Persönlichkeit, die allen Benutzer:innen gleichermaßen gefällt.
Nichtsdestotrotz sind heutige kommerzielle CAs lediglich mit einer Persönlichkeit für alle
Benutzer:innen ausgestattet und lassen somit die potenziellen Vorteile einer Anpassung an
individuelle Präferenzen außer Acht.

Diese beiden Erkenntnisse, (1) dass Benutzer:innen CAs eine Persönlichkeit zuweisen und (2)
dass es die eine perfekte Persönlichkeit nicht gibt, motivieren die Vision dieser Arbeit: Die
Interaktion zwischen Benutzer:innen und CAs zu verbessern, indem CAs gezielt mit einer
Persönlichkeit ausgestattet und an die Präferenzen der Benutzer:innen angepasst werden.
Um diese Vision zu realisieren, verfolgt die vorliegende Dissertation zwei primäre Ziele: (1)
die Entwicklung von Methoden, um CAs systematisch eine Persönlichkeit zu verleihen und
(2) die Untersuchung von Präferenzen der Benutzer:innen für CA-Persönlichkeiten.

Um das erste Ziel zu erreichen, stelle ich zwei Ansätze zur Ausstattung von CAs mit Persön-
lichkeit vor, die auf der jeweiligen zugrunde liegenden Persönlichkeitsbeschreibung basieren.
In dem ersten Ansatz verwende ich das menschliche Big Five Persönlichkeitsmodell als
theoretische Grundlage für die Beschreibung von CA-Persönlichkeit. Diese Annahme ermög-
licht es, Verhaltenshinweise, die mit menschlichen Persönlichkeitsmerkmalen assoziiert
sind, in der psycholinguistischen Literatur sowie meiner eigenen Arbeit zu identifizieren.
Diese Verhaltenshinweise übertrage ich dann auf CAs, um jeweils drei Ausprägungen von
Verträglichkeit und Extraversion zu synthetisieren, die in vollständig funktionsfähigen text-
basierten CAs implementiert sind. Eine empirische Untersuchung der Wahrnehmung dieser
text-basierten CAs deutet darauf hin, dass menschliche Verhaltenshinweise genutzt werden
können, um Verträglichkeit zu synthetisieren. Sie sind jedoch unzureichend, um den Ein-
druck von niedriger Extraversion zu vermitteln sowie die Persönlichkeit von CAs vollständig
abzubilden.

Aufgrund der mangelnden Eignung der menschlichen Persönlichkeitsbeschreibung entwick-
le ich einen zweiten Ansatz, in dem ich untersuche, ob das menschliche Big Five Modell für
die Beschreibung von CA-Persönlichkeit genutzt werden kann. Zu diesem Zweck wende ich
den psycholexikalischen Ansatz an, aus dem zehn Persönlichkeitsdimensionen hervorgehen,
die nicht mit demmenschlichen Big Five Modell übereinstimmen. Folglich schlage ich diese
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zehnDimensionen als eine alternative und vollständigeMöglichkeit zur Beschreibung von CA-
Persönlichkeit vor. Außerdem führe ich eine neue Methode, genannt Inszenierung-basiertes
Dialogdesign, ein, die es ermöglicht, Persönlichkeit auf Grundlage dieser zehn Dimensionen
zu synthetisieren.

Um das zweite Ziel zu erreichen, stelle ich zwei Ansätze zur Untersuchung der Präferenzen
von Benutzer:innen für CA-Persönlichkeit vor. In einem deduktiven Ansatz untersuche ich
zunächst, ob Benutzer:innen eine niedrige, durchschnittliche oder hohe Ausprägung von
vier verschiedenen Persönlichkeitsdimensionen in einem CA im Kontext unterschiedlicher
Anwendungsfälle bevorzugen. Diese Untersuchungen zeigen, dass die Benutzer:innen sehr
individuelle Präferenzen für die Dimensionen Extraversion und Sozial-Unterhaltend haben,
während die Mehrheit CAs bevorzugt, die eine mittlere oder hohe Ausprägung in Verträg-
lichkeit sowie eine niedrige Ausprägung in Konfrontativ aufweisen. Obgleich der deduktive
Ansatz nützlich für die Evaluierung von CA-Prototypen ist, ermöglicht dieser es nicht, Bedürf-
nisse und Vorstellungen der Benutzer:innen einzufangen. Im zweiten, induktiven Ansatz
präsentiere ich daher eine neue pragmatische Methode, um die Benutzer:innen besser in die
Entwicklung von CA-Persönlichkeiten einzubinden. In diesem Zusammenhang untersuche
ich darüber hinaus den Einfluss der Persönlichkeit der Benutzer:innen auf ihre Präferenzen
für die CA-Persönlichkeit, finde jedoch nur einen begrenzten Effekt.

Zusammenfassend leistet die vorliegende Arbeit die folgenden wissenschaftlichen Beiträge
zur Ausstattung von CAsmit Persönlichkeit: (1) Theoretische Klarheit über die Notwendigkeit
dedizierter Persönlichkeitsbeschreibungen für CAs, (2) eine Sammlung verbaler Verhaltens-
hinweise, die mit menschlicher Persönlichkeit assoziiert sind und in voll funktionsfähigen
CA-Artefakten implementiert sind, (3) eine Exploration von zwei Methoden zur Synthese
von Persönlichkeit in CAs und (4) eine neue Methode, um die Vision eines perfekten CAs
von Benutzer:innen zu eruieren. Ich führe diese Methoden in einem benutzungszentrierten
Designprozess für die Entwicklung von CA-Persönlichkeiten zusammen. Darüber hinaus
liefere ich empirische Belege für divergierende Präferenzen der Benutzer:innen für CA-
Persönlichkeit und erörtere übergreife Muster, die CA-Designer:innen anwenden können,
um ihre CA-Persönlichkeiten auf individuelle Benutzer:innen zuzuschneiden. Abschließend
wird eine Forschungsagenda für zukünftige Arbeiten präsentiert, welche die Herausforde-
rungen diskutiert, die sich aus den vorgestellten Arbeiten ergeben.
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Publications

This dissertation is cumulative, consisting of previously published research projects. These
comprise the main body of this thesis and contribute to its overarching narrative. When
referring to them, the format “[Core i]” is used, with i ∈ [1...7]. Each of the core publications is
accompanied by a website on which the resources used for the project, such as studymaterial
and implementation details, are made available so as to make the research accessible and
transparent in the spirit of Open Science.

In addition, I present ten publications to complement the primary contributions. I refer
to these with “[Pub i]”, with i ∈ [1...10]. Specifically, the publications [Pub4, Pub5, Pub6,
Pub7, Pub10] help to set the context of this work and provide background information.
Conversely, the publications [Pub1, Pub2, Pub3, Pub8, Pub9] contribute to the overarching
discussion beyond the scope of this thesis, especially with regard to challenges concerning
the acceptance of personality-imbued conversational agents.
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1
INTRODUCTION

“There is no such thing as a voice user interface with no
personality.”

– Michael H. Cohen, James P. Giangola, Jennifer Balogh.
Voice User Interface Design. 2004.

Conversational agents (CAs) have circulated as an idea since ELIZA, a psychotherapist chat-
bot developed in the 1960s [212]. Yet, it is only recent enhancements in natural language
processing that have sparked a new wave of interest in CAs and commercially available
products such as chatbots and voice assistants [147]. Unlike traditional graphical user inter-
faces, users interact with CAs through natural language. This type of interaction has many
advantages, such as being hands-free and easy to learn [171]. However, communication via
natural language is inherently social, even in human-computer interactions [97], causing a
shift from interacting with computers as tools to computers as partners [17]. This paradigm
shift inevitably shapes user expectations, which today’s CAs often fall short of, leading to
user frustration [51, 59, 135, 178]. It has been argued that the interaction with CAs may be
significantly improved by gaining a deeper understanding of users’ expectations of the so-
cial interaction with CAs [157]. One of the fundamental aspects of social interaction is the
attribution of personality [91], which is the focus of this thesis.

When we meet someone for the first time, we involuntarily form an impression of their
personality, which significantly influences our future behaviour and expectations towards
this person [142]. It has long been established that we also automatically attribute CAs a
personality, regardless of whether the CA designer intended this or not (cf. Figure 1.1) [52, 161,
182]. As in inter-human interaction, a growing body of literature has shown that this person-
ality attribution influences user trust [27, 224], likeability [20, 27, 37, 158], engagement [200,
224], self-disclosure [85, 224], and purchase behaviour [200]. By shaping the CA personality,
CA designers have the opportunity to steer these automatic personality attributions in a
desired direction rather than leaving them to chance [157]. However, despite this opportunity,
there is little information on how to design the personality of CAs deliberately [112, 179].

There is no such thing as an objectively perfect personality. Whilst another person’s person-
ality is a strong predictor of how much we would like to interact with them again, not all
people have the same preferences [33]. Similarly, user preferences for certain CA personality
types are unlikely to be homogeneous, with previous research suggesting that users often
favour personalities that match their own [27, 157, 158]. Nonetheless, today’s commercial CAs
have adopted a one-size-fits-all approach to their personality design [206]. As a result, CAs,
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Figure 1.1: Similar to human-human interaction, people automatically attribute CAs a personality, which
determines the user’s interaction behaviour and attitude towards the CA.

such as Apple’s Siri1, Amazon’s Alexa2, or the Google Assistant3, exhibit the same behaviour
regardless of the individual user needs, ignoring the potential benefits of adaptation.

These two insights, (1) that users assign a personality to CAs and (2) that there is no such
thing as a perfect personality, motivate the vision of this thesis:

O Vision: To improve the interaction between users and CAs by deliberately imbuing
CAs with personality and tailoring them to user preferences.

In order to realise this vision, we must achieve two goals: First, we must identify suitable
methods and tools for systematically imbuing CAs with different personalities. Second, we
must examineuser preferences forCApersonalities to develop anadaptationmechanism [103].
Importantly, the two goals are mutually dependent: On the one hand, imbuing CAs with
different personalities is primarily meaningful if users have different preferences. On the
other hand, to examine which personalities users prefer, CAs must first be imbued with
different personalities. In line with these goals, this thesis examines two guiding research
questions:

RQ 1: How to systematically imbue conversational agents with personality?

RQ 2: What preferences do users have for conversational agent personality?

To answer the first research question, this thesis contributes two approaches to describe the
CA’s personality, and based on this, presents two methods to synthesise the CA personality.
By synthesising a CA personality, I refer to the artificial generation of behaviour cues to
emulate a personality [205]. In the first approach, we adopt a human personality model for
describing CA personality and synthesise the personality by identifying and transferring

1https://www.apple.com/siri/, last accessed 10th May 2022
2https://developer.amazon.com/alexa, last accessed 10th May 2022
3https://assistant.google.com, last accessed 10th May 2022
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Imbuing Conversational Agents with Personality

human behaviour cues to CAs [Core1, Core2, Core3]. In the second approach, we develop
ten dedicated CA personality dimensions [Core4] to describe CA personality and synthesise
dialogues for them through a new method called Enactment-based Dialogue Design [Core5].

To answer the second research question, this thesis presents empirical evidence on user pref-
erences for CA personality. Using a deductive approach, we collect users’ likeability ratings
of different CA personalities we created [Core2, Core3, Core5]. In an inductive approach, we
introduce a newmethod to elicit user visions of a perfect CA [Core6, Core7]. Moreover, we
investigate the influence of user personality on their preferences [Core2, Core3, Core5, Core6,
Core7]. Based on these developed methods, a conceptual process to systematically endow
CAs with personality is proposed.

In the following subsections, I present each of the two goals, elaborating on the theoretical
motivation, the central research questions, and the contributions. I first introduce my ap-
proaches to imbuing CAs with personality and then present how these personalities impact
user preferences.

1.1 Imbuing Conversational Agents with Personality

Although imbuing CAs with personality has been highlighted as a promising and powerful
possibility to change how users will think, feel, and behave towards a CA [16, 28, 103, 123,
157], there is a lack of clear guidance on how to systematically design CA personalities [112,
179]. Whilst companies acknowledge the need for personality in CAs, they provide little
information to designers as to how this personality can be infused in the CA. For example, the
Google Assistant developer guide suggests listing four to six key adjectives that describe the
CA’s personality and then writing sample dialogues which best impersonate this personality.4

This process neither gives the CA designer any insights into which specific personality
adjectives are important to consider when devising a CA’s personality nor does it explain
how the CA should behave to convey the intended personality adjectives.

Today, personality design is most discernible in the popular voice assistants, for which teams
of experts have spent years developing the personality of the respective agent [206]. Due
to the increasing prevalence of CAs, I expect that new design teams and researchers will
enter the development of CAs. In the light of the lack of CA design training in academia [156]
and of accessible information about personality design [148], these new teams are likely to
face several questions. First, what are adjectives that adequately and completely describe a
CA personality? Listing arbitrary adjectives to define a personality could result in a lack of
consistency of the CA personality, especially when multiple CA designers write dialogues
that express the personality. As in inter-human communication, users expect consistent and
hence predictable behaviour when interacting with CAs [100, 101, 123, 182]. For example,

4https://developers.google.com/assistant/conversation-design/create-a-persona, last
accessed 10th May 2022
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Figure 1.2: To empower CA designers to imbue CAs with personality, this thesis provides them with (1)
an underlying personality description on which they may specify the CA’s target personality (highlighted
in yellow) and (2) synthesis methods for translating the target personality into perceptible behaviour
cues (highlighted in orange).

a team of CA script writers may not explicitly specify how talkative a CA should be. As a
result, one team member may write a dialogue for a chatty CA, whilst another may write
a more taciturn dialogue for it, resulting in inconsistent behaviour that is likely to confuse
users [100, 171]. To ensure a mutual understanding of a consistent personality within the
CA design teams, I argue that we need an underlying personality description for CAs that
delineates which personality traits have to be considered for the personality synthesis. Such a
personality description can also support CA designers to systematically differentiate between
multiple personality versions.

The majority of researchers have used human personality models as a basis for the design
of the CA personality, such as the Big Five model [55] (e.g. by [36, 158]), the interpersonal
circumplex model [215, 216] (e.g. by [153, 160]), or Eysenck’s personality theory [74] (e.g.
by [145]), but little is known about whether these humanmodels are suited to describe CA
personality. To derive a dedicated CA personality description, Kim et al. [112] conducted two
design workshops, proposing three CA personality dimensions. Braun et al. [27] built the
design of their in-car voice assistants on a two-dimensional model of personality obtained
from a pilot study and related work. In yet another approach, Zhou et al. [224] used single
personality adjectives, such as “cheerful” or “reserved”, to inform the design of their inter-
viewer chatbot. In summary, despite research efforts to establish a theoretical foundation for
CA personalities, there has not yet been a consensus on an adequate personality description.

As personality is a latent construct [196], CA designers have to synthesise perceptible beha-
viour cues in the dialogue with the user to elicit the intended personality impression. These
behaviour cues can be verbal (the linguistic content of the communication) and non-verbal (the
accompanying bodily communication [10]) in the context of CA design. This thesis focuses on
verbal cues, as the content of dialogue is core to every interaction with the user for all CAs,
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Personality Description Synthesis Method

Approach 1: Human Big Five personality model Verbal cues transferred from human
behaviour [Core1, Core2, Core3]

Approach 2: Ten CA personality dimensions [Core4] Enactment-based Dialogue
Design [Core5]

Table 1.1: Overview of the two approaches we implemented to systematically describe and synthesise
the personality of a CA.

regardless of whether they use speech or text. Hence, in order for CA designers to synthesise
personality, we must first identify behaviour cues which express the intended personality.

Different approaches to synthesise personality in CAs have been implemented. There is an
abundance of work on the relationship between human personality and perceptible beha-
viour manifestations (e.g. [149, 172, 196]), which previous work has leveraged to synthesise
personality in speech-based CAs and robots (e.g. [36, 100, 145]). However, research lacks
knowledge about the role of verbal cues to emulate the intended personality. The fact that this
research on human behaviour cues is scattered across decades and disciplines (e.g. Linguist-
ics, Psychology, Computational Linguistics, etc.), with no overview of all possible behaviour
cues, impedes a systematic analysis of the transferability of these cues to CAs.

Another approach is in line with companies’ methods for designing CA personality [206].
Braun et al. [27] employed scriptwriters who manually drafted a voice assistant’s responses
to specific questions. Although participants were able to distinguish between the versions of
the voice assistant, a systematic comparison between the personality traits specified in the
design and users’ resulting perceptions of the personality was missing [27]. Another strand of
research aims to automatically generate personality-infused CA responses [138, 184, 185, 186].
For example, Ritschel et al. [186] used reinforcement learning to generate varying amounts
of Extraversion in a robot that adapts to the user based on their engagement. However, in
these works, the users’ perceptions of the generated personalities were not assessed. In
summary, various approaches have been implemented to convey an intended personality,
without reaching unequivocal conclusions as to which are most successful.

In the light of these research gaps, I argue that two crucial factors are missing to empower
CA designers to imbue CAs with personality systematically: (1) conceptual clarity about
the underlying personality description on which CA designers can specify the CA’s target
personality, and (2) synthesis methods for translating the target personality into perceptible
behaviour cues (cf. Figure 1.2).

Contribution: To fill this gap, this thesis contributes two approaches, summarised in
Table 1.1. These two approaches differ with regard to the underlying personality descrip-
tion, which in turn determines the synthesis methods. In the first approach, we turned to
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the most predominant description of personality for humans, the Big Five model, as the
underlying personality description for CAs. The Big Fivemodel is appealing because users
apply the same social rules to CAs as to humans [157]. In line with prior research (e.g., [36,
158]), we identified a set of verbal behaviour cues associatedwith human personality from
psycholinguistic literature as well as our own work [Core1] and implemented them in
text-based CAs. In particular, we present two studies in which we used human verbal cues
to infuse different levels of Agreeableness [Core2] and Extraversion [Core3] in a CA. After
users interacted with the different personalities in a lab [Core2] and a field study [Core3],
we evaluated user perceptions of the CA personalities against the intended personality
designs. Our results showed that human verbal behaviour cues can be used to a limited
extent to equip text-based CAs with personality. More details on the contributions of this
approach may be found in Chapter 3.1.1. However, the findings raised doubts about the
adequacy of the human Big Five model for describing CA personality, echoing previous
work [133, 173, 224].

As our results in [Core3] suggested that the human Big Five model might not be sufficient
to capture a complete picture of CA personality, we examined whether this personality
model can be replicated for CAs by adopting the well-established psycholexical approach
from Psychology. Specifically, we present the first systematic analysis of personality
dimensions dedicated to speech-basedCAs as an initial step to developing aCApersonality
model [Core4]. We contribute ten CA personality dimensions which do not correspond
with the human Big Five model, thereby yielding much needed theoretical clarity on the
necessity of dedicated personality descriptions for CAs. Based on these dedicated CA
personality dimensions, we then developed a method, called Enactment-based Dialogue
Design, which combines approaches from industry on role-playing dialogues between the
CA and the usera with a theoretical personality foundation. In particular, we showed how
focus groups with amateur actors can be used to develop dialogues that express different
levels of personality dimensions, which we evaluated against the specified personalities
in an online survey. More details on the contributions of this approach may be found in
Chapter 3.1.2.

ahttps://developers.google.com/assistant/conversation-design/write-sample-
dialogs, last accessed 10th May 2022

1.2 User Preferences for Conversational Agent Personality

As described before, the choice of the CA’s personality impacts users’ attitudes towards the
CA and their interaction behaviour (e.g. [27, 157, 224]). Similar to inter-human relationships,
Reeves and Nass [182] suggested that there is no such thing as a computer personality that is
universally liked. Echoing these findings, Braun et al. [27] ascertained that different users
found different in-car voice assistant personalities most likeable, trustworthy, and useful in a
real-world driving study. Not only are there individual differences in users’ attitudes towards
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CAs, but these individual preferences are also reflected in their behaviour. For example,
whilst an extraverted chatbot led to longer interaction times and higher sales for users with a
congruent personality in a telecommunications service context, an introverted chatbot had
the same effect for other users [200].

Despite these findings, companies still offer a one-size-fits-all solution when it comes to CA
personalities [206]. For example, theGoogleAssistantwas designed to be perceived as “quirky”,
“helpful”, and a “hipster librarian” [206], independent of individual user preferences. A reason
for this – apart from the difficulty of designing different CA personalities (cf. Section 1.1)
– is presumably that tailoring the CA personality to the user can also backfire, as the user
may accept a mismatched CA less than a default version [27]. Thus, knowledge about user
preferences is crucial for tailoring the CA personality to the user.

To shed light on the nature of user preferences, researchers turned to theories from Social
Psychology. In inter-human relationships, people show preferences for others with similar
personality traits, termed the Similarity Attraction Paradigm [34], which entered the vernacular
through the saying “Birds of a feather flock together”. Early experiments on voice user
interfaces led Nass and Brave [157] to conclude that similarity attraction is also a powerful
predictor for how much users like a CA personality. For example, synthetic voices on a
fictional book reviewing website and on an online auction portal that had a matching level of
Extraversion to the user resulted in higher likeability [158] and social presence [124]. This
similarity attraction effect has been corroborated for Extraversion in an embodied virtual
real estate agent [21] and a consumer service text-based CA [200].

However, there is also research pointing to findings inconsistent with the similarity attraction
paradigm. AlthoughAndrist et al. [9] showed that users compliedmorewith a congruent robot
personality, this matching did not influence their subjective preference. Conversely, Isbister
and Nass [100] found that users significantly preferred and had more fun in a lab game with
an embodied virtual agent that manifested an opposite level of Extraversion to themselves.
In contrast to these simple similarity or complementary matching methods, explorations
of user preferences for in-car voice assistants [27] and interview chatbots [224] suggested
that tailoring the CA personality to the user’s personality is beneficial, but requires complex
adaptation mechanisms. For example, Braun et al. [27] assigned users a voice assistant
personality based on a decision tree analysis which featured multiple user personality traits.
Contrary to these findings, Cafaro et al. [36] as well as Ruane et al. [190] did not observe any
effect of users’ personality on their preference or interaction behaviour for an embodied
virtual museum guide [36] and a chatbot [190].

The majority of this prior work demonstrating personality matching effects focused on the
dimension Extraversion (e.g. [100, 158, 200]). However, a similarity or complementary attrac-
tion effect seems less likely for dimensions such as Agreeableness and Conscientiousness
in the context of today’s CAs which usually embody virtual assistants. Users who are more
antagonistic and disorderly may still prefer a friendly, helpful, and reliable assistant rather
than one mirroring their personality.
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Figure 1.3: To inform the process of tailoring CA personalities to users, this thesis examines user
preferences for different CA personalities. For each personality trait, three CAs, each with a distinct level
of that personality trait (high, average, low) are synthesised and presented to the users for interaction.

An important question concerns not only the kind of popular personality traits for CAs but
also the extent to which these traits are held. Prior work has examined user preferences for
CA personality by means of discriminating two opposing versions at the outer poles of the
personality continuum, such as an introverted and extraverted voice user interface [157].
However, the distribution of human personality traits is expected to follow a Gaussian curve
in the population [144], with most people having rather average values on the personality
continuum instead of extremes. Due to the aforementioned work pointing towards similarity
attraction effects, we synthesise and examine three levels of personality manifestations,
including an additional average level to allow for a more detailed adaptation.

In summary, previous work provided conflicting findings regarding user preferences for CA
personalities, in particular with respect to the role of user personality in their preferences. To
resolve these conflicting findings, we examined user preferences not only for two opposing,
extreme levels of personality but also for an average, more subtle level of personality (cf.
Figure 1.3). Assuming a similarity attraction effect, such an average level of personality
should better reflect the majority of users. Furthermore, we collect user preferences for
personality dimensions such as Agreeableness and Confrontational, for which a similarity
attraction effect seems less likely, so as to investigate whether unanimously liked personality
preferences emerge.

Contribution: We present three publications in which we investigated user prefer-
ences for CAs that exhibit three levels of different personality traits, namely Agree-
ableness [Core2], Extraversion [Core3], Social-Entertaining [Core5], and Confronta-
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Summary and Overview of the Thesis

RQ1: Imbuing CAs 
with personality

RQ2: User preferences 
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model as a basis

CA personality 
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basis
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to studying user 
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to studying user 

preferences 
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Figure 1.4: Structure of this thesis based on the two guiding research questions. For each guiding
research question, two approaches are presented.

tional [Core5]. In these studies, we analysed the user preferences with a deductive ap-
proach, that is, we first synthesised different personality versions and then asked users
to interact with and rate them. These studies confirmed that users have very individual
and conflicting preferences for CA personalities, underlining the benefits of creating
multiple personalities and tailoring them to the user. Although we found some evidence
for a relationship between user personality and their preference for CA personality, this
relationship was less strong than expected based on prior research. More details on our
contributions and findings can be found in Chapters 3.2.1 and 3.2.3.

This deductive approach to examining user preferences, which has also been employed
in prior work (e.g. [27, 124]), involves little user engagement. Specifically, users are
only involved in the design of CA personalities in the last evaluation step after different
personalities have already been synthesised, ignoring their perspectives during the
requirement collection. To this end, we contribute a new inductive method so as to elicit
user visions of dialogues with a perfect CA, termed Vision Dialogue Elicitation for the
purpose of this thesis. Thismethod aims to engage end users in defining requirements for
the development of CApersonalities [Core6, Core7]. In addition,wepresent an application
of this method for the context of domestic smart speakers (cf. Chapter 3.2.2). A better
understanding of user visions yields much needed knowledge to identify CA personality
traits that are universally liked or only by a subset of users, informing CA designers about
which personality traits should be tailored to individual user needs.

1.3 Summary and Overview of the Thesis

The goals of this thesis are to (1) develop methods for imbuing CAs with personality systemat-
ically and (2) explore user preferences for different CA personalities. I present two approaches
to achieving each of these goals. To imbue CAs with personality, I first used the human Big
Five personalitymodel as an underlying description of CA personality and transferred human
behaviour cues to synthesise personality. As a second approach, I introduced ten dedicated
CA personality dimensions to describe CA personality and developed the synthesis method
Enactment-based Dialogue Design based on these dimensions.

9



Introduction

To examine user preferences for CA personalities, I first asked users to interact with different
CA personalities and then collected their preferences (deductive approach). As a second
approach, I elicited user preferences bottom-up throughVisionDialogueElicitation (inductive
approach). Furthermore, I investigated the influence of user personality on their preference
for CA personality for both approaches. These two goals and respective approaches scaffold
the structure of this thesis, which is visualised in Figure 1.4.

Chapter 2 introduces definitions of the central terms used throughout this thesis and provides
the theoretical background. Chapter 3 presents the publications included in this thesis and
clarifies how they contribute to the guiding research questions. Finally, I position and reflect
on the contributions of this thesis in Chapter 4 and propose a research agenda for future
work.

10



2
BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS

This chapter defines the two central terms that comprise the title of this thesis and occur
throughout: conversational agents and personality. I first review both terms separately and
then connect them to explain my assumptions on how users attribute personality to CAs.
These definitions set the context of my work and provide readers with background informa-
tion. Relevant related work is also presented in the respective publications.

2.1 Conversational Agents

Language is the most crucial channel of communication between people and is used in
all cultures to communicate and build relationships [176]. Hence, it is not surprising that
since the invention of computers, people have been fascinated by interacting with them
via natural language [99]. CAs that allow users to communicate in a similar way as to other
people have existed since the 1960s [148]. Since then, several research and product strands
have emerged, both in academic and industrial labs [147], including the development of
natural language understanding (NLU) datasets [3, 93], Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems
to automate telephone customer support [171], embodied CAs [42], and chatbots [78]. A
new era of speech-based CAs was heralded by commercially available voice assistants at the
beginning of the 2010s, fuelled by advances in natural language technologies [147]. Today’s
CAs have permeated people’s daily lives across a range of devices such as smartphones, smart
speakers, and computers [50, 178], and are ubiquitously integrated into people’s homes [178],
online shopping [110], mental health support [136], e-learning [80], and automotive user
interfaces [27]. For an introduction to voice user interfaces and their design challenges, I refer
to the corresponding chapter in our textbook on Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) [Pub7].

2.1.1 Definition of Conversational Agents

Despite the growing ubiquity of CAs, there are no generally applicable definitions. Dale [60]
describes that conversational agents “achieve some result by conversing with a machine in a
dialogic fashion, using natural language.” CAs are often equated with dialogue systems, both
conceptually and in nomenclature [109, 121, 135, 146, 148]. McTear [146, 148] defines a dialogue
system as “a computer program that supports spoken, text-based, or multimodal conversa-
tional interactions with humans.” Dale and McTear’s definitions have also been adopted by
other HCI researchers [75, 78, 84]. In Computer Linguistics, Jurafsky and Martin [109] refer to
systems which “communicate with users in natural language (text, speech, or both)”. Despite
minor differences, all of these definitions are in agreement that interaction with a CA occurs
through natural language.
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Background and Definitions

For the purpose of this thesis, I introduce a narrower definition based on the two separate
terms (agents and conversations) to better distinguish CAs from other related concepts.

Agents There are many definitions of what an agent constitutes. Wooldrige and Jen-
nings [218] summarise these definitions in four minimum requirements for a software pro-
gram to be autonomous, sociable, reactive, and proactive. Maes [137], who coined the agent
term for the HCI community, defines agents as “computational systems that inhabit some
complex dynamic environment, sense and act autonomously in this environment, and by
doing so reali[s]e a set of goals or tasks for which they are designed”, stressing the import-
ance of autonomy. Following these definitions, this thesis uses the term agents to describe
autonomous entities, thereby differentiating them from simple text-to-speech voice user
interfaces (e.g. announcements in trains). Whilst I use agents as an umbrella term also for
mechanical agents (e.g. robots), I consider CAs as software-based agents.

Conversations The Oxford English Dictionary (OED)1 defines a conversation as “an inter-
change of thoughts and words; familiar discourse or talk”. Inter-human conversations are
an intricate phenomenon, making their imitation a challenging undertaking for human-CA
interaction [109]. A conversation typically consists of a sequence of turns, with each turn
representing one of the interlocutor’s speech acts [11]. These speech acts are often structured
as adjacency pairs [194]. That is, one interlocutor’s speech act, for example, a question, is
followed – at some point in the conversation – by the other speaker’s response. The first part
of an adjacency pair may be initiated by either of the speakers, and the initiator role typically
changes frequently in the course of the conversation [208]. The goal of a conversation is to
construct common ground and converge on agreement [69].

Interactions with today’s task-oriented CAs try to mimic inter-human conversations but
usually do notmeet these expectations of a conversation [51, 178]. In this thesis, I nevertheless
use the term conversational agent because (1) it underlines the difference from bots that
merely automate tasks [148], (2) personality adaptation seems particularly meaningful in the
context of multi-turn interactions that comprise social components, and (3) conversational
user interfaces is eponymous for the newly introduced conference2 in the HCI community,
which focuses on the topics covered in this thesis. Despite using the designation conversational
agents alluding to this thesis’ vision, I will refer to the actual interaction between user and CA
as dialogue3, as this more technical term better reflects the scripted nature of today’s CAs.

Based on the aforementioned characteristics of agents and conversations, I provide the
following definition:

1https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/40748, last accessed 10th May 2022
2https://www.conversationaluserinterfaces.org, last accessed 10th May 2022
3https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/51915, last accessed 10th May 2022
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Conversational Agents

Definition: Conversational agents are autonomous software-based entities that interact
with users through natural language inmulti-turn dialogues thatmimic the conversations
between humans.

2.1.2 Types of Conversational Agents

There is a plethora of different categorisations of CAs (e.g. [75, 84, 109, 135, 146]). Jurafsky and
Martin [109] distinguish between task-oriented dialogue agents and chatbots. The former, such
as today’s voice assistants, use conversational interaction to help the user complete a task.
Interactions with these task-oriented dialogue agents are typically initiated by the user and
consist of a few turns characterised by adjacency pairs [51, 83]. In contrast, interactions with
a chatbot pursue the goal of informal, unstructured chats that often serve to entertain [109].
However, the boundaries of this classification are increasingly blurred to the extent that
the two terms are often used interchangeably in HCI research (e.g. [60]), with the notion
of chatbots referring primarily to text-based CAs (e.g. [75, 84]). Furthermore, Bickmore and
Cassell [20, 21] argued that to be trustworthy, a CA must both perform a task and be able to
engage in social talk.

A further distinction of CAs can bemade based on their embodiment and interactionmodality,
which play an important role in the set of cues that may be used for personality manipula-
tion. First, we may classify CAs in terms of whether they are embodied or not. Embodied
conversational agents (ECAs) not only use natural language to interact with the user but also
non-verbal behaviour through a visual human-like representation [43].4 As ECAs are often
developed to provide social companionship and entertainment to users, this research strand
has played a pioneering role in integrating human-like features into the design of CAs [147].
Hence, I include examples from work on ECAs in this thesis, although the studies focus on
CAs whose primary means of interaction is language. Within these disembodied agents, we
may further distinguish based on whether the modality for input and output is written or
spoken natural language.

2.1.3 Implementation of Conversational Agents

Technically, today’s CAs are usually composed of (1) an NLUmodule, (2) a dialogue manager,
and (3) a response generation module, with speech-based CAs additionally requiring auto-
matic speech recognition and text-to-speech synthesis units [109, 147]. For each component,
there is a range of implementation approaches that vary in sophistication [109]. The goal
of the NLU module is to interpret the user’s input and extract meaningful slots [147]. The
simplest way to do this is to recognise keywords, withmore complex approaches using neural

4Disembodied CAs can also have a kind of visual representation, such as the Amazon Echo’s blue circle that
lightens up when hearing the wake word or Siri’s pulsing abstract animation. However, these representations are
typically not an embodiment of humans but rather serve to give the user feedback that the device is listening.
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Background and Definitions

networks to better compensate for different formulations of the query [155]. Based on the
interpretation of the user’s intent, the dialogue manager decides on the next action and the
CA’s response [147].Most of today’s dialoguemanagers in commercial CAs are rule-based, with
research developing statistical approaches that scale better to a variety of possible actions
but require large amounts of training data [155]. Afterwards, the response generation module
translates the next action into words. A simple implementation for clearly defined application
areas relies on pre-written scripts or templates, whereas more elaborate realisations adopt
natural language generation techniques to allow greater flexibility in the dialogue design [147].
However, this type of interaction also harbours certain dangers as the developer no longer has
control over the CA’s output [103], which led to serious issues in the past, such as Microsoft’s
Twitter chatbot Tay which adopted inflammatory speech from interacting with users.5

Summary: Conversational Agents

For the purpose of this thesis, I define CAs as autonomous software-based entities that
interact with users through natural language in multi-turn dialogues that mimic the
conversations between humans. The focus of this thesis is on disembodied CAs which
interact via either spoken or written natural language, which I will refer to as speech-based
and text-based CAs, respectively. Depending on the specific characteristics of the CA,
further designations may be introduced in the individual publications.

Following Jurafsky and Martin’s classification [109], this thesis focuses on task-oriented
CAs, which are, however, also capable of social conversation, albeit not their primary pur-
pose. As our developed CAs are employed in constrained applications, we use rule-based
implementations to ensure a controlled environment and expression of the personal-
ities. More specifically, the implementations in [Core2, Core5] use the NLU modules
provided by the respective implementation platforms Botpressa [Core2] and Amazon
Alexab [Core5], whereas the text-based CA in [Core3] employs keyword recognition. To
ensure that the CA personalities are expressed consistently [100], all implemented CAs
use pre-written scripts instead of natural language generation. Further implementation
details may be found on the respective project websites.

ahttps://www.botpress.com, last accessed 10th May 2022
bhttps://developer.amazon.com/alexa, last accessed 10th May 2022

2.2 Personality

Personality describes enduring dispositions, so-called traits, which manifest themselves
in distinctive patterns of behaviour, emotion, and cognition [55]. Decades of Psychology

5https://www.theverge.com/2016/3/24/11297050/tay-microsoft-chatbot-racist, last
accessed 10th May 2022
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Personality

research have shown that personality traits are relatively consistent across contexts, time,
and observers [142]. Hence, personality can predict important life outcomes on an individual,
interpersonal, and social level [169]. Examples include physical health [41], subjective well-
being [65], information seeking behaviour [92], trust in technology [73], peer [104], family [18],
and romantic relationships [66], academic success [115], job performance [108], and political
attitudes [107]. Due to this important role of personality in people’s preferences, merchants
in ancient times already used their knowledge of their customers’ individual differences to
tailor products and services to their needs [1]. Even today, recruiters as well as dating apps
collect information about people’s personalities to ensure amatch [224], whilst recommender
systems and social networks increasingly use people’s personality profiles to provide person-
alised recommendations [76, 140]. For an overview of how personality traits can inform the
design of technology, please refer to our work in [Pub10].

2.2.1 Describing Personality

The comprehensive understanding and formal description of personality have been a central
subject of Psychology for centuries [70]. The Big Fivemodel, also referred to as OCEAN or
Five Factor theory, has emerged as the most predominant personality paradigm in scientific
research [62, 141]. It was developed using the psycholexical approach, which assumes that
personality differences are encoded in language [86]. Five broad dimensions comprise the
Big Five model, which are composed of multiple sub-facets on polar scales [55, 86, 142]:

• Openness reflects a tendency to be open to fantasy, aesthetics, feelings, actions, ideas,
and values.

• Conscientiousness reflects a tendency to be competent, orderly, dutiful, achievement-
striving, self-disciplined, and deliberate.

• Extraversion reflects a tendency to be warm, gregarious, assertive, active, excitement-
seeking, and positive.

• Agreeableness reflects a tendency to be trustful, genuine, altruistic, compliant, modest,
and tender-minded.

• Neuroticism reflects a tendency to be anxious, easily angered, depressed, self-conscious,
impulsive, and vulnerable.

There has been some controversy over the validity of this personality approach, with other
personality models, such as Eysenck’s three traits [74], being proposed. However, as the
criticisms mainly revolve around the biological foundation of the Big Five traits [142], which
is irrelevant for the description of artificial personality in CAs, and as the Big Five are widely
accepted in the computing community [175, 205], this thesis adopts the Big Five personality
model for describing human personality and partly also for describing CA personality.
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Distal cues Proximal percepts

Human Observer

Inter-human interaction

Personality

Externalisation Perception Inference

Observer‘s personality 
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Attribution

Determines future 
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Figure 2.1: Scherer [196] adapted the Brunswik lens model to explain how humans externalise and
attribute personality. As personality is a latent construct, humans express their personality via observ-
able and measurable distal behaviour cues. These distal cues undergo a perception process (dotted
arrows) and are then perceived as proximal percepts by the observer who attributes the interlocutor a
personality based on these inferred percepts. This personality attribution influences the observer’s
future behaviour and attitude towards the interlocutor.

2.2.2 Externalising and Attributing Personality

Personality is a latent and inward construct; that is, personality traits can neither be gauged
directly by observers nor through introspection. Instead, people externalise their personality
through perceptible traces of behaviour [142]. These perceptible behaviour cues encom-
pass the linguistic content (verbal cues, e.g. choice of words) and the accompanying bodily
communication (non-verbal cues, e.g. facial expressions, or gestures including para-verbal
cues, e.g. speech rate, pitch) [10]. Conversely, observers attribute personality to others by
making inferences from these perceptible behaviour cues [142]. This personality attribution
occurs rapidly, automatically, and unconsciously within the first seconds of an encounter,
and people use this judgement to predict the other’s behaviour, thereby strongly influencing
all subsequent interactions [196].

To explain the personality externalisation and attribution process, Scherer [196] modified
Brunswik’s lens model, which originally proposed how organisms perceive information in
their environment (cf. Figure 2.1). According to this model, human personality traits manifest
themselves in indicator cues, called distal cues (Externalisation part in Figure 2.1). These distal
cues undergo a perceptual process and are grasped by the observer, who represents them as
proximal percepts [195] (Perception part in Figure 2.1). In contrast to objectively measurable
distal cues, proximal percepts describe what the observer actually perceives. For example,
extraverted people speak with high vocal energy and intensity (distal cue), which can be
objectively measured. Observers/listeners subjectively perceive this high vocal energy as
loudness (proximal percept) [195, 196]. These proximal percepts in turn lead to a cognitive
inference process (Inference part in Figure 2.1), based on which the observer attributes a
personality to the speaker (Attribution part in Figure 2.1) [195].
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Personality

Those distal cues that untrained observers accurately perceive and consistently interpret, res-
ulting in truthful attributions of personality traits, are termed personality markers. Identifying
these personality markers has a longstanding tradition in Psychology and Linguistics [25, 39,
40, 63, 81, 149, 167, 170, 172, 192, 196]. For example, extraverted individuals are characterised
by a higher total verbal output [39, 40, 149, 170, 192] and speaking more loudly [196]. Whilst
Agreeableness is associated with using more positive emotion words, people high in Neur-
oticism tend to adopt more negative words [172]. Readers are invited to find more examples
of personality markers in publications [Core1], [Core2], and [Core3].

2.2.3 Assessing Personality

As part of my analysis of user preferences, I examine if preferences for CA personalities are
determined by a user’s own personality. To this end, it is necessary to gain knowledge about
the user’s personality. A basic assumption of the personality trait approach is that person-
ality can be quantitatively measured [142]. Traditionally, psychologists used standardised
personality inventories, such as the Revised NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R) or the Big
Five Inventory (BFI), in forms of self- or peer-reports to obtain information about people’s
personalities [26, 139]. With the availability of extensive online behavioural data, researchers
presented methods to automatically infer users’ personality traits from digital footprints,
such as blog entries [82, 205], social media use [12, 23, 116, 119, 180, 197], images [46], or music
preferences [77, 163]. In interdisciplinary research projects, we showed that personality [Pub4,
Pub6] and similar stable traits [Pub5] also manifest themselves in smartphone usage. The
chatbot platform Juji6 suggests that users’ personalities can be inferred from a conversation
with their interview chatbot [224], which we used in publication [Pub8].

This work demonstrates that human personality manifests itself in users’ online behaviour.
Hence, I assume that with more online data available, these predictions will become more
accurate and thus provide a robust basis for tailoring the CA personality to the user. As today’s
personality assessments are still lacking accuracy [Pub8], the publications presented in this
thesis use standardised inventories to gauge user personality to avoid compromising validity
due to unreliable personality measurements.

Summary: Personality

Our personality influences our behaviour and preferences [55]. Conversely, our percep-
tion of others’ personalities influences how much we like to interact with them [33]. This
importance of personality for interpersonal interaction motivates me to examine both
user preferences for certain CApersonalities and the influence of users’ ownpersonalities
on these preferences.

6www.juji.com, last accessed 10th May 2022
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To this end, this thesis adopts the human Big Five model to describe personality and uses
the corresponding personality inventories to assess our participants’ personalities. As a
latent construct, personality manifests itself through observable behaviour cues [196].
This thesis follows Scherer’s adaptation [196] of the Brunswik lens model to explain
the process of externalising these behaviour cues and interpreting them to attribute
personality to others.

2.3 Conversational Agent Personality

As artificial machines, CAs cannot actually have an inward personality, albeit fictional pop
culture has suggested otherwise, for example in the movie Her, in the TV show Black Mirror,
or in the book Origin by Dan Brown. However, Bates [16] argued there is much to learn
from artists in film for the design of agents. In 1994, he postulated that agents must be
believable, that is providing the “illusion of life” [16] so as to engage their users. Whilst early
agent research sought to create this illusion by endowing agents with human-like intelligence,
artists in character animation drew on other aspects of humanity [16]. For example, according
to Disney animators Thomas and Johnston [204], one of the most important requirements for
people to care about a virtual character is its personality.

These early calls for personality in computers were given emphasis by a series of experiments
by Reeves and Nass [182], which demonstrated that people unintentionally respond naturally
to computers and media, accumulating in theMedia Equation theory (media equals real life).
Due to the evolution-derived role of voice and language in social interaction, humans are
experts in extracting social information from language [97]. People are then attuned to draw
conclusions about technology-generated speech and apply the same behaviour rules that
they use when interacting with other humans, overwhelming the rational knowledge that
CAs are not people [161]. These social responses to CAs and other computers are known as
the Computers are Social Actors (CASA) paradigm [159, 161]. One of these social responses is
that users automatically, rapidly, yet often unconsciously attribute CAs a personality.

Based on theMedia Equation and the CASA paradigm, I assume that the processes of personal-
ity externalisation and attribution in CAs work in a similar way as in inter-human interaction.
In line with prior research on personality computing [175, 205], this thesis adopts Scherer’s
modification [196] of the Brunswik lens model as a theoretical basis and proposes an altered
version for the purpose of describing conversational agent personality externalisation and
attribution. Figure 2.2 illustrates this altered model and demonstrates starting points for
designing CA personality which I describe below.
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Figure 2.2:Based on Scherer’s [196] adaptation of the Brunswik lensmodel, I assume that CA personality
is expressed via distal cues that users interpret as proximal percepts to infer a personality that they
attribute to the CA during the interaction. CA designers specify a target personality for the CA using a
personality description (marked in yellow). This target personality is then synthesised by deliberately
designing distal behaviour cues (marked in orange). Finally, the user’s perception of the CA personality
has to be compared with the target personality to evaluate the success of the design (marked in green).

2.3.1 Describing and Synthesising Conversational Agent Personality

Just as in inter-human interaction, CAs express distal cues that the observing user infers
as proximal percepts which in turn form the user’s basis to attribute personality to the CA.
For example, a CA’s voice is set to a speech rate of more than 210 words per minute (distal
cue) [158], which is perceived by the user as fast speaking (proximal percept). Based on this
perception, the user attributes a personality to the CA. In contrast to human personality,
these distal cues are not an automatic externalisation of the CA’s latent personality but can
be deliberately manipulated to elicit the impression of an intended personality. For example,
the CA designer could reduce the speech rate to create the impression of a calmer CA.

More specifically, the design of CA personalities begins with specifying its target personality
(among other characteristics of its persona) [171, 224]. With target personality, I refer to the
personality that CA designers7 have stipulated as the desirable traits their CA should possess
based on user requirements, the application context, and the company brand (cf. yellow part
in Figure 2.2). For example, CA designers might specify that a voice assistant in a sports car
should have a casual and smart personality, whereas a chatbot for a banking application
should show professional and reserved conduct. As stated in the introduction, a personality
description tool is crucial to allow CA designers to specify a consistent target personality.

7Due to the novelty of commercial CAs, there is little information on the composition of CA design teams. In
reality, it is more likely that target personalities are not only developed by designers but by diverse teams also
consisting of researchers, product managers, engineers, marketing specialists, etc. For the sake of brevity and
simplicity, this thesis will henceforth use the term CA designer as a placeholder for all people working on CAs.
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Based on this specification, CA designers have to deliberately design the CA’s language, that is
its distal cues, in a way that they elicit the attribution of the target personality (cf. orange part
in Figure 2.2). Automatically generating these distal cues was termed Automatic Personality
Synthesis [205]. Before being able to automatically generate these distal cues, wemust first find
methods to design behaviour cues which are associated with CA personality traits. The aim
of this deliberate cue design is that the personality traits the user attributes to the CA based
on their perception of the behaviour cues correspond to the target personality (cf. green part
in Figure 2.2), which I will describe in the following subsection.

2.3.2 Evaluating the Perception of Conversational Agent Personality

To ensure that the personality synthesis was successful, the user’s impression of the person-
ality has to be compared with the target personality. Prior work on CAs, ECAs, and robots
has primarily performed three different methods for this comparison. On the one hand,
user perceptions of the agents’ personalities were gauged by means of a variety of human
personality inventories, such as the Big Five Inventory (BFI) [106] (e.g. [133]), Wigging’s Extra-
version scale [215] (e.g. [9, 100, 125, 158]), single scales of the Ten Items Personality Inventory
(TIPI) [87] (e.g. [164, 165]), Saucier’s Mini Markers [193] (e.g.[36, 37]), the Eysenck Personality
Questionnaire Revised [79] (e.g. [145]), or by implicitly measuring how similar participants
perceived the agent to be to themselves [5]. Apart from these standardised measurements,
several comparisons included custom Likert scale questions [153, 160, 191, 224], or semantic
differentials with descriptive adjectives [27]. In another approach, users’ personality attribu-
tions were captured via open-ended questions, for example by describing the personality in
a free-text field [190], or collecting the first adjectives or keywords that came to mind [36, 37,
133, 182, 224].

Liu et al. [133] compared open descriptions with standardised personality inventories and con-
cluded that the two methods complement each other but may result in different conclusions.
Open-ended descriptions facilitate collecting participants’ impressions of the most relevant
and salient personality traits without biasing them against predefined characteristics [133,
182]. In contrast, inventories allow for easier comparison between different agents and for
capturing the complete perception on all personality dimensions [133].

Summary: Conversational Agent Personality

Based on the Media Equation and the CASA paradigm, I assume that users attribute
personality to a CA in a similar way as they attribute personality to another human. CA
designers have the opportunity to steer this personality attribution towards a target per-
sonality that is tailored to user needs by deliberately shaping the personality perception.
To equip CA designers with the tools and methods to achieve a desired target personality,
we need (1) a personality description on which the target personality is specified, and
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(2) synthesis methods to translate the target personality into perceptible behaviour cues.
In Chapter 3.1, I present two approaches for the personality description underlying this
personality specification and two synthesis methods.

Defining a target personality and then synthesising it also requires a final evaluation of
whether this synthesis was successful, as explained in Section 2.3.2. Due to Liu et al.’s
conclusion [133] on the complementary effects of personality assessment instruments,
the projects in this thesis use both standardised personality inventories [Core3, Core6]
and open personality descriptions [Core3, Core4], alongwith rating agents on a number of
personality adjectives [Core5]. A systematic comparison of different evaluation methods
is beyond the scope of this thesis, but I will reflect on the employedmethods in Chapter 4.
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3
CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS WITH PERSONALITY

In this chapter, I present the publications included in this thesis. A synopsis of all publications
and their primary contributions is provided in Table 3.3 at the end of this chapter. The
following sections present a detailed overview of the individual publications, including
the motivation, artefacts, research design, and main findings. The sections are structured
according to the two guiding research questions (cf. Figure 3.1), with the specific research
questions for each publication introduced throughout the chapter as they emerge from the
previous research findings. Figure 3.1 illustrates this structure to help the reader navigate
through the chapter.

In this chapter, each publication is featured by a blue box detailing the reference. Three
publications comprise both the synthesis of CA personality, which is addressed in RQ1, and
the analysis of user preferences for these synthesised CAS, which is addressed in RQ2. These
papers are presented twice with their respective contributions to each of the guiding research
questions. A paper that has been introduced before is marked by a grey box.

Due to the collaborative nature of research, all of my publications have been completed in a
joint effort with fellow researchers and students. Table A.1 clarifies the contributions of all
co-authors.

RQ1: Imbuing CAs 
with personality

RQ2: User preferences 
for CA personality

Human personality 
model as a basis

CA personality 
dimensions as a 

basis

Deductive approach 
to studying user 

preferences

Inductive approach 
to studying user 

preferences 

The influence of 
user personality

RQ 1.1 RQ 1.2 RQ 2.1 RQ 2.3RQ 2.2RQ 1.3 RQ 1.4

Figure 3.1: Structure of this thesis based on the two guiding research questions. For each guiding
research question, two approaches are presented.

3.1 Imbuing Conversational Agents with Personality

To realise my vision of CA personalities that adapt to user preferences, researchers and
designers have to be able to create different personalities for these agents. Hence, the first goal
of this thesis is to explore methods for systematically imbuing CAs with certain personality
traits, or to answer RQ1:

RQ 1: How to systematically imbue conversational agents with personality?
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To address this research question, this thesis aims to (1) provide conceptual clarity on a per-
sonality description for CAs, and (2) developmethods for synthesising the personality based
on this personality description, as outlined in Chapter 2. This section presents publications
that make contributions towards this goal, organised according to two approaches based on
the underlying personality description.

Specifically, we first chose a human personality model as the underlying personality de-
scription, in line with prior work’s assumption that “synthetic personality equals human
personality” [157]. Following this assumption, we investigated if human behaviour cues can
be transferred to CAs to elicit personality perceptions similar to those of humans. As the
results indicated that the perception of CA personality differs from that of human personality,
we questioned the use of the human personality model for describing CA personality and
instead developed ten dedicated CA personality dimensions in the second approach. Based
on this new underlying personality description, we explored a new method for synthesising
dialogues that evoke the intended personality perceptions.

3.1.1 Human Personality Model as a Basis

Echoing previous work on user perceptions of CAs as social actors [153, 161], we initially
adopted themost predominantmodel forhumanpersonality, theBig Fivemodel (cf. Chapter 2),
as an underlying personality description. Adopting the Big Fivemodel as a basis for describing
CA personality offers the advantage that we may draw on a plethora of work in Psychology
and Psycholinguistics that has investigated how the Big Five traits manifest themselves in
people through observable behaviour cues (e.g. [172, 196]). Related work on robots [5, 9, 29,
187], ECAs [2, 8, 36, 45, 100, 118, 145, 211], and speech-based CAs [27, 157, 160, 164, 168, 174]
has leveraged this relationship to transfer human behaviour cues to these agents, imbuing
them with a personality. This work has examined the transfer of numerous non-verbal and
para-verbal cues; either single cues [9, 36] or in combination [118, 145].

However, previous research has paid less attention to the importance of verbal cues in
imbuingCAswith personality, although verbal dialogue plays amajor role inmost interactions
with CAs. In fact, verbal cues, such as choice of words and text length, are the only resource
available for synthesising personality in text-based CAs. In the light of this, this thesis focuses
on verbal cues to impart personality to CAs. Concretely, we focus on text-based CAs in this first
approach to circumvent the unintended influence of non-verbal cues on user perceptions
of personality. Moreover, whilst today’s voice user interfaces still often lack perfect voice
recognition [Pub1], text-based CAs can be more easily controlled.

Hence, the objective of the research presented in this subsection is to explore the transfer of
human verbal behaviour cues as a method for synthesising personality in text-based CAs. To
attain this objective, we need to (1) collect a set of suitable human personality markers1 from

1As a reminder, a personality marker is a distal cue that observers accurately perceive, consistently interpret, and
attribute to a truthful personality trait, e.g. a fast speech rate is a personality marker for high Extraversion [196].
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the literature, (2) implement these cues in the CA, and (3) evaluate whether these cue-infused
CAs elicit the same personality attributions as humans. A review of the literature revealed
that whilst there is an abundance of correlations between human personality and verbal cues,
the effect sizes are small to moderate [154, 172]. Consequently, the set of verbal behaviour
cues is limited and might be less expressive than non-verbal cues, raising the question of
whether verbal cues are sufficient to imbue text-based CAs with personality.

The problem of restricted expressiveness is also well-known in written human-human com-
munication, causing more ambiguous interpretations of messages [32, 129, 209]. In text
messaging, emojis are commonly used as a surrogate for non-verbal cues and have been
shown to be associated with the sender’s personality traits in the context of social media [13,
117, 131]. As a way to overcome the limitations of verbal cues, this thesis sets out to explore
how emojis can be used by text-based CAs to convey intended personality traits. Thus, to
expand the set of potential verbal cues for text-based CAs, we first examined if there are
personality markers in the way humans use emojis:

RQ 1.1: How do people’s personality traits relate to their emoji use in interpersonal written
communication?

[Core1]: Human Personality Markers for Emoji Usage

Völkel, Sarah Theres, Buschek, Daniel, Pranjic, Jelena and Hussmann, Heinrich. ‘Understanding Emoji
Interpretation through User Personality and Message Context’. In: Proceedings of the 21st International Con-
ference on Human-Computer Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services. MobileHCI ’19. Project Website:
www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/personality-emojis. New York, NY, USA: Association for Computing
Machinery, 2019. DOI: 10.1145/3338286.3340114

To address the first research question, we present paper [Core1]. As personality is associated
with people’s behaviour, for example their use of facial expressions [24, 56, 74, 149], it is likely
that their emoji use in written communication is also determined by the sender’s personality.
Albeit the relationship between user personality and emoji use has been examined before, we
are the first to investigate the influence of personality, gauged by an established personality
inventory (vs implicit personality assessment via text analysis [131]), on user interpretation
of emojis in context (vs stand-alone use [151] or automatically drawn from large text sets [14,
177]) for interpersonal communication (vs social media posts [13, 117, 131]).

In particular, we conducted an online survey, in which we presented 646 participants with
common interpersonal texting scenarios and then asked them which emoji(s) they would
add to the message.2 Afterwards, we calculated the influence of participants’ personalities on
their choice of emojis using generalised linear regression models. Our findings indicated
several personality markers for the use of emojis. Specifically, using heart emojis, such as

, was positively associated with higher levels of Agreeableness, Extraversion, and

2Please note that the survey in this paper also included another task. As this task and its findings are not part of
this thesis, they are left out here.
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Neuroticism, whereas participants high in Openness tended to adorn messages less often
with heart emojis. Agreeableness was also linked to increased use of contentment emojis (e.g.
). In line with neurotic people’s disposition towards experiencing negative affect, we found

that neurotic participants tended to use more emojis depicting sadness and fewer emojis
depicting contentment. Surprisingly, Neuroticism was also a predictor for the use of sensory
pleasure emojis (e.g. ).

In summary, our work in [Core1] shows that humans have personality markers for the use of
emojis for all Big Five personality dimensions except for Conscientiousness in the context of
text messaging. As a consequence, we may add these emojis to the set of human behaviour
cues associated with personality. In the following publications, we leverage these emojis,
among other personality markers informed by related work in Psycholinguistics, to imbue
text-based CAs with personality. Knowing that humans treat CAs as if they were people (cf.
Chapter 2), we explore whether these human personality markers can be transferred to CAs:

RQ1.2: Candifferent levels of a personality dimension be synthesised in a text-based conversational
agent by transferring verbal cues from human behaviour?

To this end, I contribute two publications, which investigate the transfer of human verbal
behaviour cues associated with Agreeableness [Core2] and Extraversion [Core3] to synthesise
different levels of these personality traits in text-based CAs through dialogue design. I chose
these two personality dimensions out of the five OCEAN factors because they are particularly
meaningful in interpersonal interaction [143, 160].

Prior work has usually compared two opposing versions along a personality dimension,
for example extraverted vs introverted [100, 124, 157, 158]. However, assuming a similarity
attraction effect between user and agent personality [9, 158], an additional average level of a
personality seems particularly beneficial to the user as the distribution of human personality
traits is expected to follow a Gaussian curve in the population [144]. Hence, in both of our
publications, we examine the synthesis of three different levels along a personality trait
continuum (low, average, high). Subsequently, I will provide a brief summary of the two
publications, including descriptions of the developed text-based CAs, the research designs,
and the results. Figure 3.2 visualises user perceptions of the synthesised personalities, as
informed by their ratings of the CAs on Big Five inventories [61, 202].

[Core2]: Synthesising Three Levels of Agreeableness in Text-based CAs

Völkel, Sarah Theres and Kaya, Lale. ‘Examining User Preference for Agreeableness in Chatbots’. In: CUI
2021 - 3rd Conference on Conversational User Interfaces. CUI ’21. Project Website: www.medien.ifi.lmu.
de/agreeableness-chatbots. New York, NY, USA: Association for Computing Machinery, 2021. DOI:
10.1145/3469595.3469633

Because CAs are often employed as friendly and helpful assistants in service applications [50],
the Big Five dimension Agreeableness plays a major role in CA personality design. Nonethe-
less, prior work has primarily focused on synthesising Extraversion in artificial agents [124,
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Figure 3.2: Participants’ perceptions of the three text-based CAs’ levels of Agreeableness (left) [Core2]
and Extraversion (right) [Core3] using the BFI-2 personality questionnaires [61, 202].

158] due to its most pronounced link to observable human behaviour [196]. Hence, in this pa-
per, we deliberatelymanipulated a text-based CA’s language, leveraging verbal cues associated
with human Agreeableness, to create three distinctive versions, each representing a different
level of Agreeableness (disagreeable, medium agreeable,3 and agreeable). The CAs were
implemented using the NLUmodule and rule-based dialoguemanager provided by Botpress4,
whilst the chatbots’ responses were based on the pre-scripted personality-imbued dialogues.
We situated the CAs in a movie recommender application and then asked 30 participants in
a lab experiment to interact with each of the CAs and evaluate them afterwards using the
German version [61] of the established Big Five Inventory-2 questionnaire (BFI-2) [202].

Our language manipulation yielded three distinct levels of Agreeableness, with the agreeable
and disagreeable CAs being perceived as such, whereas the medium CA was also perceived as
rather agreeable (cf. Figure 3.2). This rating of themediumCA roughly corresponds to the aver-
age level of Agreeableness of 3.76 in the investigated German population [61]. Thus, the results
are suited to examine user preferences in the context of similarity attraction (cf. Section 3.2.1).
I will henceforth refer to this CA as the one with an average level of Agreeableness.

[Core3]: Synthesising Three Levels of Extraversion in Text-based CAs

Völkel, Sarah Theres, Schoedel, Ramona, Kaya, Lale and Mayer, Sven. ‘User Perceptions of Extraversion
in Chatbots after Repeated Use’. In: Proceedings of the 2022 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems. CHI ’22. Project Website: www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/extraversion-chatbots. New York,
NY, USA: Association for Computing Machinery, 2022. DOI: 10.1145/3491102.3502058

3Please note that we refer to the CA which was intended to evoke medium levels of Agreeableness as medium
here but neutral in the paper, as we learned since the publication of this paper that the term “neutral” may be
confusing in this context.
4https://botpress.com, last accessed 10th May 2022
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In our work in [Core2] and related work, user perceptions of CA personality have been
evaluated for short one-time interactions only (e.g. [27, 36, 224]) and primarily in lab studies
(e.g. [100, 158, 190]). However, personality impressions are subject to change after prolonged
contact [10] and can only be reliably determined by observing behaviour in aggregated and
relevant situations [139, 219]. As tailoring CA personality to the user seems primarily useful
in the context of long-term real-world interaction [103, 187], we examined users’ perceptions
of personality after repeated use on their personal smartphones in this paper. To this end, we
synthesised three different levels of Extraversion in text-based CAs: introverted, average, and
extraverted. We again did so by systematically manipulating the CAs’ use of language based
on work in Psycholinguistics on human personality markers for Extraversion (e.g. [96, 172])
and our work on personality markers in emojis [Core1]. The CAs were implemented using
the Telegram Bot API5, employing keyword recognition as NLU and pre-scripted dialogues
for the response generation.

We situated the personality-imbued CAs in a daily stress tracker application as CAs have
opened up new opportunities in mental health treatment [114, 122, 136, 203]. In a within-
subjects study, we asked 34 participants to conversewith the three CAs, each over the course of
four days, so as to examine user perceptions of the CA personalities after repeated, prolonged
use. To gauge participants’ personality impressions of the CAs, we first collected their open
descriptions of the personality in a free-text field, followed by the BFI-2 [202]. We qualitatively
analysed these descriptions and systematically mapped them to the Big Five dimensions.

Our findings show that participants perceived the extraverted and average CAs as inten-
ded, whereas verbal cues transferred from human behaviour were insufficient to create the
impression of an introverted text-based CA. This result was evident in both the inventory
responses as well as the open descriptions. Moreover, the open personality descriptions shed
light on those traits that participants perceived as most salient for the three CAs. All three
CAs were primarily described as high in Agreeableness, albeit the specific reasons varied
among the CAs. Furthermore, participants noted the high Extraversion of the extraverted
CA, whereas the average and introverted CAs were perceived as high in Conscientiousness.
The average CA was also perceived as more artificial, as illustrated by descriptors such as
“robotic” and “unnatural”, which would not have been possible to discover by means of a
human personality questionnaire alone.

Two observations, (1) that Neuroticism and Openness were rarely mentioned by participants,
and (2) that participants frequently commented on the perceived artificiality of a CA, un-
derpin the necessity to question the adequacy of the human Big Five model for describing
CA personality. In addition, some of the individual personality questionnaire items were
answered similarly for all three CAs (e.g. for the item is less active than other people). This
lack of perceived differences could have resulted from the realisation of the agents. Another
possible explanation is that the wording of the human personality inventories is less suitable
for revealing differences between CA personalities.

5https://core.telegram.org/bots/api, last accessed 10th May 2022
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Summary: Human Personality Model as a Basis

The contribution of this thesis to RQ1.1 and RQ1.2 is threefold: First, we introduce empir-
ical insights into the link between human personality and emoji usage that cannot only be
used for improving text messaging between two human interlocutors but also expand the
set of behaviour cues used to infuse personality into text-based CAs [Core1]. Second, we
present two sets of verbal cues derived from psycholinguistic literature to induce three
levels of (1) Agreeableness [Core2] and (2) Extraversion [Core3], implemented in fully
operative text-based CA applications. Third, we demonstrate an empirical investigation
into the suitability of transferring human verbal cues to synthesise CA personality.

Our results show that human verbal behaviour cues can be used to a limited extent to
equip fully text-based CAs with personality, as we achieved a high level and an average
level of Extraversion as well as a high, average, and low level of Agreeableness. On the
other hand, synthesising specific levels of personality along the continuum of a person-
ality dimension remained challenging. In particular, the CA’s task places constraints
on this goal: for example, can a CA which has to send daily notifications be perceived
as introverted, or can a CA that provides a service be perceived as only moderately
agreeable? Moreover, our findings also raised doubts about the adequacy of the human
Big Five model and corresponding personality markers for describing and synthesising
personality in CAs. I address these doubts in the next part.

3.1.2 Conversational Agent Personality Dimensions as a Basis

Our work in [Core3] brought to light that human personality inventories might not be suitable
to gauge user perceptions of CA personality. Furthermore, our work highlighted the salience
of the CA’s perceived artificiality, which affects not only users’ personality perceptions but
also their preference for a CA (cf. Section 3.2.1). The fact that users comment on the perceived
artificiality of a CA when openly asked to describe the agent personality has been echoed in
several studies [133, 173, 224]. These observations challenge the use of the Big Five model to
describe CA personality and motivate our next research question:

RQ 1.3: Which dimensions adequately describe conversational agent personality?

To address this research question, I contribute [Core4], in which we apply the psycholexical
approach [181] – the foundation for the Big Five personality model – to derive personality
traits for CAs. If the Big Five personality model is applicable and sufficiently comprehensive
to describe CA personality, applying this approach could be expected to result in the same
five dimensions for CAs. In the light of the aforementioned need to examine personality in
the context of long-term interaction, we turned to speech-based CAs for this publication as
users have higher familiarity and prolonged use with their own voice assistants and smart
speakers in their daily lives [7].
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[Core4]: Personality Dimensions to Describe Speech-based CA Personality

Völkel, Sarah Theres, Schödel, Ramona, Buschek, Daniel, Stachl, Clemens, Winterhalter, Verena, Bühner,
Markus and Hussmann, Heinrich. ‘Developing a Personality Model for Speech-Based Conversational Agents
Using the Psycholexical Approach’. In: Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems. CHI ’20. Project Website: www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/personality-model. New York, NY, USA:
Association for Computing Machinery, 2020. DOI: 10.1145/3313831.3376210

To realise my vision of tailored personality-imbued CAs, a theoretical taxonomy describing
personality is crucial for enabling CA designers to systematically compose different target
personalities. In particular, work by Isbister and Nass [100] highlighted the importance of
consistent personality expressions in CAs for the user experience. A theoretical taxonomy
makes the targeted personality profile explicit to the CA design team, which is crucial to
ensure a consistent synthesis. To this end, we followed the psycholexical approach, which
assumes that individual differences manifest themselves in language use [86] and which is
the most established approach in Psychology to developing a personality model [181].

Inspired by traditional test construction theory [31], we developed a new multi-method
approach to collect potential items (henceforth, descriptors) for describing the personality of
speech-based CAs and then conducted an exploratory factor analysis on the resulting items
to examine their underlying structure. The item pool generation comprised three studies:

1. An online survey, in which 135 participants listed personality descriptors for a chosen
voice assistant in a free-text task

2. A lab experiment, in which 30 people interacted with three popular voice assistants and
were subsequently interviewed about their personality impressions

3. A text analysis of 30,000 online reviews of three popular voice assistants

We then merged the resulting items and systematically reduced them into a set of 349 person-
ality adjectives. In an online survey, 744 people each rated one of the three most well-known
voice assistants (Alexa, Google Assistant, Siri) on the resulting 349 descriptors. An exploratory
factor analysis yielded ten latent personality dimensions.

These ten dimensions do notmatch the human Big Five – neither in number nor in content (cf.
Figure 3.3). Instead, several patterns emerged: (1) three dimensions reflect adjectives from
the Big Five trait Agreeableness, highlighting its importance in the context of speech-based
CAs; (2) the majority of dimensions signify either desirable or non-desirable characteristics,
thereby relating the personality description of CAs to users’ expectations; and (3) several
dimensions comprise both functional and social aspects of the interaction. In summary,
our ten dimensions and 349 items provide development teams with a shared vocabulary to
facilitate consistency, completeness, and a mutual understanding of a CA personality. In this
dissertation, I refer to the resulting dimensions as the Ten CA Personality Dimensions.
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Figure 3.3: Using an adaptation of the psycholexical approach, we found ten personality dimensions
to describe CAs. This figure shows these ten dimensions, including our suggested dimension labels
and the six descriptors with the highest factor loadings, as outlined in [Core4].

Our results in [Core4] revealed that the human Big Five model is not applicable to describe
speech-based CA personality. Furthermore, our findings in [Core3] indicated that human per-
sonality markers are not completely transferable to text-based CAs. Hence, we recommend
that CA designers use these Ten CA Personality Dimensions to specify the desired target
personality of a CA. Consequently, we need a new method for deliberately synthesising a
CA personality based on the Ten CA Personality Dimensions. In commercial voice assistant
design, dialogue experts, such as scriptwriters, manually write the responses for the CA in
line with a predefined personality [206]. On the one hand, to the best of my knowledge, this
approach has only been examined for a single, consistent personality and not to synthes-
ise different levels of theoretically grounded personality dimensions. On the other hand,
professional scriptwriters might not be available to smaller companies or researchers, but
they might be equally interested in equipping their CAs with personality. Hence, the fourth
research question asks for a method that meets the aforementioned requirements:

RQ 1.4: How can different levels of a conversational agent personality dimension be synthesised?

[Core5]: Synthesising Three Levels of Social-Entertaining and Confrontational in Speech-
based CAs

Völkel, Sarah Theres, Meindl, Samantha and Hussmann, Heinrich. ‘Manipulating and Evaluating Levels
of Personality Perceptions of Voice Assistants through Enactment-Based Dialogue Design’. In: CUI 2021
- 3rd Conference on Conversational User Interfaces. CUI ’21. Project Website: www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/
voice-assistant-personality. New York, NY, USA: Association for Computing Machinery, 2021. DOI:
10.1145/3469595.3469605

Whilst ourwork in [Core4] aimed to describe CApersonality, in this publicationwe explore how
to synthesise the perception of a CA personality through dialogue design. Our approach was
inspired by Bates’ proposal [16] to draw on artists’ insights into creating engaging characters.
Following a similar approach to the design of commercial voice assistants [171], we generated
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personality perceptions through Enactment-based Dialogue Design; that is, amateur actresses
and actors sketch, enact, and discuss dialogues in interactive focus groups. In contrast to the
approach employed by companies, we examined whether this method can be used to synthes-
ise different levels (low, rather high, high) of theoretically grounded personality dimensions.
The synthesis of three personality levels ismotivated by our vision of CA personalities tailored
to their users and our work in [Core2, Core3], which has already demonstrated individual
preferences (cf. Section 3.2). We chose a rather high level over a medium level because our
work in [Core3] suggested that a little pronounced personality is perceived as artificial by
participants and is therefore rejected.

When conducting the focus groups, we found that writing dialogues to express three levels of
personality is more challenging, as language that consistently distinguishes the three levels
from each other has to be chosen. In particular, Isbister and Nass [100] emphasised that
users prefer CAs whose behaviour cues are orchestrated to form a consistent personality.
Consequently, a rather high level cannot be synthesised by combining high and low level
cues of CAs, but dedicated dialogues have to be written. To explore our method, we applied
it to express three levels of two of our personality dimensions in [Core4] as example case
studies. Specifically, these two dimensions were (1) Social-Entertaining, which captures a CA’s
social and humorous demeanour, and (2) Confrontational, which captures a CA’s disagreeing
and combative behaviour. We chose these two dimensions because they are likely to yield
more controversial preferences, as informed by our work in [Core7].

Based on the resulting scripts from the focus groups, we implemented the dialogues using
Amazon Alexa and recorded conversations between the different personality-imbued speech-
based CAs and a user. As in-car voice assistants constitute a pervasive use case [113] and their
personality perceptions have been found to impact drivers’ preferences [27], we situated our
scenarios in the context of automotive user interfaces. Subsequently, to examine whether
the personality levels were successfully synthesised, we presented 156 participants with the
recordings of conversations with the three different versions of a speech-based CA for one
scenario each in an online survey. Presenting participants with pre-recorded dialogues is a
common research design to elicit their perception of a CA’s personality, as it allows control
over the personality expression and avoids influences from poor speech recognition [35, 102,
103]. Due to the lack of an established CA personality assessment inventory, we used the
twenty adjectives we provided for each of the Ten CA Personality Dimensions in our prior
work [Core4] to gauge participants’ perceptions of the CA personality.

Overall, our findings demonstrate that our method of Enactment-based Dialogue Design is
suited to create three different levels of a personality dimension as apparent in the expected
sequence of the evaluations (cf. Figure 3.4). However, the perception of higher personality
levelswas less pronounced than expected for both dimensions. Furthermore, single adjectives
(e.g. “clumsy” or “messy”) seemed to be less applicable to describe CA personality, echoing
our findings in [Core3].
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Figure 3.4: Participants’ perceptions of the three speech-based CAs’ levels of Social-Entertaining
(left) and Confrontational (right) [Core5] using the personality descriptors from our Ten CA Personality
Dimensions [Core4].

Summary: Conversational Agent Personality Dimensions as a Basis

This thesis contributes theoretical, methodological, and empirical insights to address
research questions RQ1.3 and RQ1.4. First, we explored an adaptation of the psycholex-
ical approach by developing a newmulti-method strategy from which we generated a
set of 349 personality descriptors [Core4]. Second, we contribute Ten CA Personality
Dimensions, derived via an exploratory factor analysis on data of 744 people rating our
descriptors [Core4]. Third, we present a new method, called Enactment-based Dialogue
Design, which allows us to synthesise multiple levels of CA personality [Core5] based on
our Ten CA Personality Dimensions [Core4]. Fourth, we evaluated the suitability of our
new method in an empirical user study [Core5].

These findings yield much needed theoretical clarity on the necessity of dedicated per-
sonality descriptions for CAs, pointing to the insufficiency of using human personality
models. Moreover, our newmethod of synthesising personality-imbued dialogues can be
used by CA designers to systematically emulate different perceptions of CA personality.
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[Core2] [Core3] [Core5]

Ar
te
fa

ct

CA Modality Text-based Text-based Speech-based

Personality de-
scription

Big Five Big Five Ten CA Personality
Dimensions [Core4]

Synthesised dimen-
sion

Agreeableness Extraversion Social-Entertaining &
Confrontational

Synthesised levels low, medium, high low, average, high low, rather high, high

Implementation Botpress integrated
in website

Telegram bot Amazon Alexa

Sy
nt
he

si
s

Synthesis method Human derived lan-
guage cues

Human derived lan-
guage cues

Enactment-based
Dialogue Design

Assessment
method

BFI-2 questionnaire BFI-2 questionnaire &
open descriptions

[Core4] Personality
adjectives

Results successful for all
levels

successful for aver-
age & high levels

successful for low &
rather high levels

Re
se

ar
ch

De
si
gn Context Movie recommender Stress tracking &

reflection
Automotive

Study design Within Within Mixed

Setting lab field field (online survey)

Interaction dura-
tion per CA

ca. five min four days ca. 30s

DV
s

Subjective prefer-
ence

Desire to interact,
ranking

Desire to interact,
ranking, qual. reasons
for ranking

Desire to interact,
ranking

Interaction beha-
viour

Engagement (nr of
words)

Table 3.1: An overview of our three publications on synthesising CA personality and evaluating user
preferences for these personalities. The top of the table describes the manipulated artefact for each
publication, followed by the synthesis method to generate the targeted personalities (RQ1), the respect-
ive research design, and the dependent variables (DVs) examined for user preferences (RQ2).

3.1.3 Summary: Imbuing Conversational Agents with Personality

In conclusion, this thesis explores two approaches for describing CA personality, namely
using the human Big Five model and the Ten CA Personality Dimensions, derived via an
exploratory factor analysis [Core4]. We present three publications to investigate how to syn-
thesise personality based on these two description approaches. On the one hand, we examine
the transfer of human behaviour cues to imbue text-based CAs with different levels of Agree-
ableness and Extraversion [Core2, Core3]. On the other hand, we introduce a newmethod
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to develop dialogues for synthesising three levels of personality expressions [Core5] based
on the Ten CA Personality Dimensions in [Core4]. An overview of these three publications
and how they differ with respect to the implemented artefact, the dialogue manipulation, the
research design, and the dependent variables (DVs) is given in Table 3.1. I discuss the benefits
and drawbacks of the two different approaches to imbuing CAs with personality in Chapter 4.

3.2 User Preferences for Conversational Agent Personality

Whilst today’s commercial CAs have taken a one-size-fits-all approach with respect to their
personality design, research suggests that user predilections for CA personalities are not
homogeneous [6, 27, 123, 157, 158], mirroring human-human interaction [34]. Yet, a deeper
investigation of what these preferences look like is still missing. In particular, the majority of
prior work investigated user preferences for the personality dimension Extraversion (e.g. [100,
158, 200]). However, preferences for other personality traits such as Agreeableness seem
particularly important to inspect in the context of CAs, which are typically employed as
helpful assistants. Insights into preferences for multiple personality traits can inform CA
designers about whether there are unanimously liked types of CA personalities (echoing to
some extent the industry’s one-size-fits-all approach) or whether user preferences vary.

Another challenge in the context of user preferences for CAs is the fact that users expect
the CA’s personality to fit the application’s context [21, 101, 224]. Whilst the targeted person-
ality traits may be obvious and universal to all users in some situations (e.g. users expect
a professional CA for a banking application), user preferences may be less clear in other
contexts, such as voice assistants in the car. Thus, knowledge about user preferences has to
be gathered individually for each context. In the light of this need for more information on
user preferences for CA personalities, the second goal of this thesis is captured in RQ2:

RQ 2: What preferences do users have for conversational agent personality?

I tackle this goal again in two approaches. First, this section presents publications in which
users interact with different CA personalities and evaluate them afterwards (deductive ap-
proach). Specifically, we collect user preferences for the four personality dimensions Agree-
ableness, Extraversion, Social-Entertaining, and Confrontational due to their assumed im-
portance in interpersonal interaction [143, 160]. In this work, we investigate user preferences
in three different contexts, namely entertainment [Core2], mental health [Core3], and auto-
motive [Core5]. Second, because our findings yielded clear individual user preferences, we
explore a method so as to include users in the development process of CA personality and
present empirical findings on user visions of the perfect speech-based CA in the smart home
context (inductive approach). As previous research suggests that user preferences are de-
termined by users’ own personality [157], we explore the impact of user personality on user
preferences in all publications presented in this section. For brevity and to avoid repetitions,
I present the results for this influence of user personality together with the other results in
Subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 but provide an overview of our findings in Subsection 3.2.3.
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3.2.1 A Deductive Approach to Studying User Preferences

Prior work found conflicting findings regarding the relationship between user personality and
their preference for a CA personality. Although early work suggested a similarity attraction
effect between users’ personality and their preference for CA personality [157], this work only
examined two CA personalities at the outer poles of the personality continuum, such as an
introverted and extraverted CA. However, the majority of users are expected to have more
moderately pronounced personality traits [144]. To better reflect thesemoderate personalities,
we manipulate three different versions of a CA personality by adding an average level.

In this subsection, I present our findings on user preferences from the three publications
introduced in the previous section.6 In each of them, we first manipulated the three different
versions of a CA personality and then asked users to interact with them in a study. Following
these interactions, we asked participants to rate their experience, resulting in RQ2.1:

RQ 2.1: Which levels (low, average, high) of personality traits in conversational agents do users
prefer?

User preferences can manifest themselves in a variety of ways. Previous work has explored
the influence of CA personality on user trust [27, 224], likeability [20, 21, 27, 37, 158], en-
gagement [200, 224], self-disclosure [85, 224], and purchase behaviour [200]. In this thesis, I
focus on users’ subjective preferences, specifically likeability, as a metric because subjective
dissatisfaction with the CA experience leads to significant barriers to using these agents [59].
To this end, I used twometrics: (1) a Likert scale question pertaining to users’ desire to interact
with this CA again, which participants answered directly after they had interacted with a CA
version, and (2) a final ranking of all versions as to which agent they liked best after they
had interacted with all of them. In [Core3], I enriched subjective preference by objective
measures, specifically, by doing a word count of the number of words participants wrote with
each CA as an indicator for user engagement in line with prior work [89, 127, 223].

[Core2]: User Preferences for Agreeableness in Text-based CAs

Völkel, Sarah Theres and Kaya, Lale. ‘Examining User Preference for Agreeableness in Chatbots’. In: CUI
2021 - 3rd Conference on Conversational User Interfaces. CUI ’21. Project Website: www.medien.ifi.lmu.
de/agreeableness-chatbots. New York, NY, USA: Association for Computing Machinery, 2021. DOI:
10.1145/3469595.3469633

In Section 3.1.1, I presented how we manipulated three text-based CAs’ language to evoke
the perception of three distinctive levels of Agreeableness. As a reminder, 30 participants
interacted with the three text-based CAs for a few minutes each in the context of a movie re-
commendation application. In this paper, we also gathered participants’ subjective likeability
for the three levels as described above. Whilst the disagreeable CA was universally disliked by
participants, the CAs with high and average levels of Agreeableness received similar ratings,

6As a reminder, publications that have been introduced before are displayed in a grey box.
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Figure 3.5: Participants ranked their desire to interact again with three personality versions for
the dimensions Agreeableness [Core2], Extraversion [Core3], Confrontational [Core5], and Social-
Entertaining [Core5]. For the latter two dimensions, we investigated preferences for different scenarios
(texting, navigating, and playing music). For Social-Entertaining, participants’ ranking is shown for each
individual scenario due to the diverging preferences. As the participants’ ranking was unequivocal for
Confrontational, only the ranking across all scenarios is depicted. Participants’ respective favourites
(the agent ranked first by most participants) are highlighted in pink.

both in the final ranking (cf. Figure 3.5) as well as regarding participants’ desire to interact
with them again. These findings emphasise that there are clear individual differences in
preferences, lacking a prevalent favourite. In addition, however, our results also highlight the
benefits of average, more subtle personality expressions in CAs, aside from the dichotomous
low and high personality levels, as the average agreeable chatbot was almost equally liked to
the one high in Agreeableness.

Furthermore, our results point to a one-directional similarity attraction effect, with agreeable
participants preferring a mutually agreeable CA. In contrast, we did not find the reverse
effect of participants with low scores in Agreeableness preferring the disagreeable CA, nor a
preference for the average CA among participants with average levels of Agreeableness.

[Core3]: User Preferences for Extraversion in Text-based CAs

Völkel, Sarah Theres, Schoedel, Ramona, Kaya, Lale and Mayer, Sven. ‘User Perceptions of Extraversion
in Chatbots after Repeated Use’. In: Proceedings of the 2022 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems. CHI ’22. Project Website: www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/extraversion-chatbots. New York,
NY, USA: Association for Computing Machinery, 2022. DOI: 10.1145/3491102.3502058

In Section 3.1.1, I introduced our research design for [Core3], which consisted of (1) systemat-
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ically synthesising text-based CA personalities with three levels of Extraversion by leveraging
human verbal cues, and (2) asking 34 participants to interact with them in a stress-tracking
application on their personal phones, each for a duration of four days. We gathered parti-
cipants’ likeability ratings directly after four days of interaction with a text-based CA and
through a final ranking after they had used all three versions. To shed light on participants’
rationales for their ranking, we enriched the quantitative data with their statements collected
through free-text fields.

Whilst the majority of participants favoured the extraverted CA, as became evident from
both participants’ desire to interact with the CA again and their final ranking, about 40%
liked either the average or the introverted one better (cf. Figure 3.5). Participants’ rationales
for liking the extraverted CA singled out its agreeable and casual demeanour. In contrast,
they described the perceived artificiality of the average CA as detrimental to their preference
for it. Conversely, the rationales also revealed that participants had conflicting, opposing
preferences, with some participants criticising the casual demeanour of the extraverted CA
and perceiving the average CA as more professional. Regardless of a subjective preference
for the extraverted CA, participants engaged significantly more with the introverted CA, as
indicated by their average number of written words.

Despite clear individual preferences, our results did not signify that these differences are
linked to participants’ own personalities, in contrast to previous work on speech user in-
terfaces [27, 158] and robots [9]. In summary, we found that the perceived personality of a
text-based CA has an effect on users’ interaction behaviour and subjective preferences, the
latter often being contradictory.

[Core5]: User Preferences for Social-Entertaining and Confrontational in Speech-based CAs

Völkel, Sarah Theres, Meindl, Samantha and Hussmann, Heinrich. ‘Manipulating and Evaluating Levels
of Personality Perceptions of Voice Assistants through Enactment-Based Dialogue Design’. In: CUI 2021
- 3rd Conference on Conversational User Interfaces. CUI ’21. Project Website: www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/
voice-assistant-personality. New York, NY, USA: Association for Computing Machinery, 2021. DOI:
10.1145/3469595.3469605

In Section 3.1.2, I explained our research design of imbuing speech-based CAs with per-
sonality along the dimensions Social-Entertaining and Confrontational from our Ten CA
Personality Dimensions through Enactment-based Dialogue Design. In an online survey, we
presented 156 participants with pre-recorded dialogues between a user and six speech-based
CA versions (two dimensions× three levels).7We collected their likeability ratings in line with
our previous work for three different scenarios in the automotive context. For the dimension
Social-Entertaining, no clear preference for a version emerged; instead, participants’ choice
depended on the scenario (cf. Figure 3.5). On average, participants favoured interacting with

7As a reminder, we synthesised a low, rather high, and high level for each dimension. We chose a rather high
level over a medium level because our work in [Core3] suggested that a little pronounced personality is perceived
as artificial by participants and is therefore rejected.
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the CAs rather high or high in Social-Entertaining in a low-stake scenario, such as Playing a
song. In contrast, the majority liked the low level CA best for a task-related scenario, such
asWriting a text message. For the dimension Confrontational, the majority of participants
unanimously voiced their support for the least confrontational CA across all three scenarios.
Nonetheless, about a quarter of participants picked the other two versions as their favourites,
with the variance being most evident in the Navigating to a restaurant scenario, in which the
CA questioned the user’s unhealthy food choice.

Juxtaposing participants’ own personalities with their desire to interact with the different CA
versions, we found that (1) Extraversion was a significant positive predictor for preferring
a CA high in Social-Entertaining, (2) whereas Conscientiousness was a significant negative
predictor for preferring a CA rather high in Confrontational. In summary, our findings
indicate that user preferences for personality in CAs to some extent depended both on the
respective context and users’ own personality. Our work highlights that preferences vary
widely among users, thereby underlining once again the benefits of different personality
levels in CAs and tailoring them to the users.

Summary: A Deductive Approach to Studying User Preferences

This thesis contributes empirical evidence for the impact of CA personality on users’
subjective desire to interact with an agent again in the future [Core2, Core3, Core5] and
their engagement in the interaction [Core3] (RQ2.1). Our findings brought to light that
there is no universally favoured CA personality. Instead, users have clear individual yet
conflicting preferences when it comes to CA personality, underlining the benefits of
creating different levels of personality in a CA and then tailoring its personality to the
users. Moreover, in case of limited resources for designing CA personalities, our results
can guide CA designers to the personalities that are most preferred (most often ranked
first) or least rejected (least often ranked last), as illustrated in Figure 3.5. Finally, our
results indicate that user preferences for personality are context-dependent, with users
preferring less distinctive personalities for task-focused scenarios [Core5].

3.2.2 An Inductive Approach to Studying User Preferences

The aforementioned methods to generate CA personality as well as related work (e.g. [27,
124, 158]) have taken a deductive, top-down approach with little user engagement during the
design process. That is, different versions of CA personalities were developed and presented
to users in a contrastive evaluation. Whilst this work has pointed to the general benefits of
imbuing CAs with different personalities, little is known about what users would want in an
interaction with a CA given no technical constraints. This knowledge, however, is crucial to
better understand (1) what desirable target personalities are, and (2) for which personality
traits user preferences diverge. The latter can inform CA designers about personality traits
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that should be considered for adaptation. A better understanding of user visions of CA
personalities is also useful for the research community as qualitative work has pointed
out shortcomings in current voice assistant interactions [59, 135, 178]. This lack of insight
motivates us to actively engage users in informing future CA design by addressing RQ2.2:

RQ 2.2: How do users envision interacting with a perfect conversational agent, and how do these
visions vary?

To overcome this research gap, we present a new pragmatic, inductive, bottom-upmethod we
call Vision Dialogue Elicitation, which we first explored in [Core6] and then refined in [Core7].
In particular, we let users freely imagine a dialogue with a CA they consider to be perfect,
using their desired conversation style, syntax, and wording.

[Core6]: A Method to Elicit Users’ Envisioned Dialogues with Perfect Speech-based CAs

Völkel, Sarah Theres, Kempf, Penelope and Hussmann, Heinrich. ‘Personalised Chats with Voice Assistants:
The User Perspective’. In: Proceedings of the 2nd Conference on Conversational User Interfaces. CUI ’20. Project
Website: www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/users-va-dialogues. New York, NY, USA: Association for
Computing Machinery, 2020. DOI: 10.1145/3405755.3406156

To gain insights into user visions of CA personalities, we explored the suitability of a new
method, which engages users themselves in CA design. Specifically, we presented 26 parti-
cipants with dialogues for different scenarios in an automotive context, in which only the
user’s part of the conversation was given. Participants were then asked to write the responses
of the CA so that these responses corresponded to their idea of a perfect in-car voice assistant
interaction. Notably, all given dialogues comprised a functional request (e.g. to make a phone
call) and a social part (e.g. reminder that they have not called their mother in a while). We
chose a lab setting for this study to acquire an understanding of the suitability of our method
by personally interacting with participants.

Ourfindings indicate that users sketched conversations for functional requests similarly tohow
they are implemented in today’s voice assistants. Whilst we did not detect notable differences
in participants’ dialogue designs for these functional requests, our results revealed individual
differences for the social part of the interaction. The majority of participants imagined a
CA that initiates a social conversation which the user can accept or decline, whereas a few
participants did not integrate any kind of social interaction. Some participants even imagined
a CA that admonishes the user without being asked for an opinion. When investigating the
impact of user personality on their vision of the social parts of the interaction, we only found
one significant correlation, namely a positive one between Openness and the vision of a CA
expressing an opinion.
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[Core7]: A Method and Analysis of Users’ Envisioned Dialogues with Perfect Speech-based
CAs

Völkel, Sarah Theres, Buschek, Daniel, Eiband, Malin, Cowan, Benjamin R and Hussmann, Heinrich. ‘Eli-
citing and Analysing Users’ Envisioned Dialogues with Perfect Voice Assistants’. In: Proceedings of the 2021
CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. Project Website: www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/
envisioned-va-dialogues. New York, NY, USA: Association for Computing Machinery, 2021. DOI:
10.1145/3411764.3445536

In this paper, we built on our method in [Core6] and asked participants to write down their
envisioned dialogueswith a “perfect” speech-based CA for given scenarios.We further refined
our method by letting participants write entire dialogues (that is, both the user and CA part)
to give themmore liberties to design the interaction as they see fit. The scenarios represented
common smart speaker interactions identified by Ammari et al. [7]. We thus explored another
use case for long-term interaction with CAs. Each scenario comprised a specific issue the
user has to solve by conversing with the CA.

In an online survey, 205 participants were prompted to sketch their dialogues for these
scenarios. We analysed the content of the resulting dialogues through an in-depth inductive
thematic analysis. In addition, we extracted conversation characteristics from the text, such
as the number of turns and questions.

Our results show that participants’ visions of the perfect CA personality vary widely. The
majority of participants envisioned a CA that is smart, proactive, and has personal knowledge
about the user and their environment, resulting in more interactive and longer dialogues
than with today’s voice assistants. Conversely, participants’ attitudes diverged regarding the
CA’s role in future scenarios, as well as the inclusion of humour and opinions. Comparing
participants’ visions to voice assistants commercially available today, the most notable differ-
ences concerned the CA’s delivery of recommendations and suggestions as well as its ability
to “thinkmore independently” instead of falling back on web searches. The elicited dialogues
demonstrated that our newmethod is effective in engaging users in the design of CAs and
can therefore be employed by designers to gain insights into user requirements for CAs.

An exploratory analysis using linear mixedmodels (LMMs) suggests that participants’ person-
alities impacted their vision of a perfect CA. However, this relationship was less pronounced
than expected from related work. Specifically, our findings indicate that more neurotic parti-
cipants envisioned CAs that do not express humour. On the other hand, more conscientious
participants avoided the use of opinions in their visions of a CA, potentially due to their
preferences for seeking thorough information from acknowledged, reliable sources [92].

Summary: An Inductive Approach to Studying User Preferences

This thesis’ contribution to RQ2.2 is threefold: First, we present a newmethod to elicit user
visions of interactions with a perfect speech-based CA, developed in [Core6] and refined
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in [Core7]. Crucially, this method actively engages users in the design of CA personality.
Second, we contribute a set of qualitative and quantitative analyses and insights into user
preferences for tailored CA dialogues in automotive [Core6] and domestic settings [Core7].
Third, we published the data seta containing 205 participants’ envisioned dialogues for
nine smart home scenarios collected in [Core7] to support further research on the desired
characteristics of interactions with CAs in the community.

Our results show that users envision a smart, proactive CA, equipped with personal
knowledge about the user and their environment to give personalised suggestions and
recommendations [Core7]. However, users’ attitudes diverged with respect to more social
interactions, in particular the use of humour or opinions [Core6, Core7]. These results
thus point out that CA designers should design different CA personality versions with
and without (1) humour and (2) opinions so that these CAs can be tailored to individual
user preferences.

awww.medien.ifi.lmu.de/envisioned-va-dialogues, last accessed 10th May 2022

3.2.3 The Influence of User Personality

In the previous two subsections, I showed that users have individual preferences for certain
CA personality types. However, it remains unclear why different users have these different
preferences and whether there are patterns of user characteristics that determine their
preferences. According to prior research, similarity attraction is a powerful behavioural
pattern for interpersonal interactions; that is, humans tend to prefer other people [34] and
also CAs who share congruent personality traits [21, 157, 158].

For example, users expressed a more positive attitude [158], higher likeability [27], greater
trust [27], as well as higher social presence [124] when a voice user interface matched their
own personality. Echoing these findings for text-based CAs, Shumanov et al. [200] showed that
corresponding Extraversion levels had a positive impact on user engagement and purchasing
outcomes. In contrast, there is also research pointing to findings inconsistent with the simil-
arity attraction paradigm. For example, Isbister and Nass [100] found that users significantly
preferred and had more fun in a lab game with an ECA that manifested a complementary
level of Extraversion to themselves.

Following this related work, we also collected our participants’ self-reported personality via
the established Big Five Inventory questionnaires [61, 201, 202] and examined RQ2.3:

RQ 2.3: Does users’ personality determine their preference for conversational agent personality?

I investigated this research question in all publications on user preferences [Core2, Core3,
Core5, Core6, Core7]. I reported on the significant results for the relationship between user
personality and preference for CA personality in the previous two subsections with the
presentation of the respective publications. Table 3.2 gives an overview of the findings.
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[Core2] [Core3] [Core5] [Core6] [Core7]

Analysis
Method

Correlation LMM LMM Correlation LMM

Us
er

Pe
rs
on

al
ity

O n.s. n.s. �: preference
for opinion in
CA

n.s.

C n.s. E: preference
for CA rather
high in Con-
frontational

n.s. E: preference
for opinion in
CA

E n.s. �: preference
for CA rather
high in Social-
Entertaining

n.s. n.s.

A �: preference
for CA high in
Agreeableness

n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

N n.s. n.s. n.s. E: preference
for humour in
CA

Table 3.2: The influence of users’ personality on their preferences for CA personality levels (low, average,
rather high, high), as informed by my publications. For each of the users’ Big Five personality traits
(OCEAN) only significant relationships with a preference for CA personality are listed (n.s. denotes that
no significant links were found; an empty cell means that the respective trait was not examined). The
direction of the relationship is denoted by an icon: � indicates that this trait is a positive predictor for
the preference, whereas E indicates a negative predictor.

Notably, we detected a similarity attraction effect only for an agreeable CA and users high
in Agreeableness [Core2]. In contrast, we neither found a reversed effect for users with a
low or average level of Agreeableness nor an effect of user personality on their preference
for CAs with different levels of Extraversion [Core3]. Due to the different underlying per-
sonality descriptions (Big Five for the users and our Ten CA Personality Dimensions for
the CA), there may not be an immediate similarity attraction effect in [Core5]. However,
we discovered that users with high levels of Extraversion tend to like a CA rather high in
Social-Entertaining [Core5]. As an extraverted personality is associated with gregariousness,
cheerfulness, and seeking external stimulation [142], a preference for a more verbose and
casual CA seems to reflect a similarity attraction. Another pattern that emerged from our
findings is that conscientious users tend to reject CAs that have opinions and may act more
independently [Core5, Core7].
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Figure 3.6: I propose a four-step conceptual process to imbue CAs with personality systematically.
This thesis contributes methods to each of the steps, which are listed in the boxes below the process.

Summary: The Influence of User Personality

Although previous research suggests a similarity attraction effect between user person-
ality and preference for CA personality, the impact of the user’s personality on their
preference for a CA personality was less pronounced than expected in our investigations.
Whilst we provide empirical evidence for single links between user personality traits and
corresponding preferences, we could not find comprehensive patterns, indicating that
user preferences are a more complex phenomenon. I will discuss potential reasons for
the lack of this link in Chapter 4.

3.3 Methods for Designing Conversational Agent Personality: A Con-
versation Design Process

In this thesis, I presented the development of several methods which can inform the design
of CA personality. Consolidating the knowledge gained from applying these methods and
from the scrutiny of related work, I propose a four-step conceptual process to imbue CAs with
personality systematically. This process is meant as a starting point to design CA personalities
in a structuredway by providing CA designerswithmethods for each of the steps. Due to a lack
of scientific guidance on CA design, this process is inspired by the traditional user-centred
design process [166] and the Conversation Design Process in the Google Assistant developer
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guide8. The resulting process is specified for the purpose of creating CA personality but
should be understood as integrated into the general CA design process. Figure 3.6 shows
an overview of this process which is outlined in the following paragraphs. Whilst I present
different methods for each step in this subsection, I will reflect on the benefits and drawbacks
of each method in Chapter 4.

Collect User Requirements: As our research on user preferences for CA personality shows
that these preferences are highly individual and context-dependent, capturing users’ re-
quirements and ideas of a CA’s personality is the imperative first step of designing such a
personality, as in every user-centred product design. To gather these user requirements, our
method Vision Dialogue Elicitation, developed in [Core6, Core7], can be used to elicit user
visions of the perfect CA. These visions can then (1) inform universal user requirements
regarding the CA’s personality, and (2) provide indicators for those characteristics for which
users’ visions vary. These indicators give pointers to traits that should be tailored to individual
user preferences. Apart from users’ ideas of the CA’s personality, it goes without saying that a
profound understanding of the users themselves is important to know the target audience.

Define Target Personality: Based on user requirements, CA designers have to define the
target personality. The target personality is usually part of the persona that CA designers
develop for the CA [52]. Although defining the target personality is generally recognised as an
important step in the development of CAs [52, 171], there is no concrete guidance on exactly
how to delineate it. The Ten CA Personality Dimensions and corresponding descriptors
developed in [Core4] may be used by CA designers as a communication tool to specify the
CAs’ target personalities. In particular, the Ten CA Personality Dimensions can scaffold CA
designers with concrete guidance on which personality traits should be defined to ensure
consistency and improve mutual understanding within the team. Apart from the personality,
the persona also has to encompass other stable traits, such as perceived gender, dialects, and
brand image [52].

Implement Dialogues: The target personality is expressed via what the CA says, i.e. the
dialogue. This dialogue is the central element of every CA design. As structured CA design is
still in its infancy, the typical methods in industry to develop these dialogues are example-
driven and include writing sample dialogues and defining a conversation flow [171]. Whilst
research is also concerned with developing tools to automatically generate behaviour cues
(e.g. [8, 44, 138, 186]), the publications in this thesis focus on the prior conceptual step of
imbuing CAs with personality. To enrich the toolkit of CA designers, I present two approaches
which CA designers can adopt as part of writing sample dialogues to express the target
personality: (1) Using behaviour cues transferred from human behaviour [Core2, Core3], (2)

8https://developers.google.com/assistant/conversation-design/how-do-i-get-
started, last accessed 10th May 2022
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Enactment-based Dialogue Design in which amateur actresses and actors write and enact
dialogues in interactive focus groups [Core5].

Afterwards, these dialogues have to be implemented in prototypes to assess the personal-
ity impression. As with every prototype, there might be high and low fidelity prototypes
depending on the development stage. In the early stages, recording dialogues between a
user and a CA, as we did in [Core5], can be sufficient to gather first personality impressions
whilst keeping the implementation effort low and avoiding side effects due to poor speech
recognition or NLU. On the other hand, because personality perceptionsmay change over the
course of the interaction [10], high fidelity prototypes, such as our fully operative Telegram
text-based CA in [Core3], have to be considered in later stages of the development process.

EvaluatePersonalityPerception: In the final step, the target personality has to be compared
with users’ actual perceptions of the personality. To this end, users have to interact with the
prototypes and their perception has to be gauged.Whilst we have not systematically compared
different evaluation methods, we employed (1) human personality inventories [Core2, Core3],
(2) open personality descriptions [Core3, Core4], and (3) adjective descriptors [Core5] to
evaluate whether the user’s perception of the CA’s personality matches the target personality.
In Chapter 4, I discuss the benefits and drawbacks of each method. Depending on the results
of the evaluation, it is recommended to go back to one of the previous steps and iteratively
improve the personality perception or, if satisfied with the result, to proceed with the actual
implementation of the personality.

3.4 Summary of Contributions

To conclude this chapter, Table 3.3 provides an overview of the primary contributions, the
type of HCI knowledge they represent based on Wobbrock and Kientz’ classification [217],
and the research questions they address. A table that clarifies the contributions of all authors
is available in the Appendix.
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Summary of Contributions

RQ Knowledge
Type [217]

Primary Contribution Contributing
Publications

RQ1.1 Empirical Empirical insights into the link between user
personality and emoji usage to extend the
set of verbal behaviour cues to be used in
text-based CAs.

[Core1]

RQ1.2

Artefact Set of linguistic cues derived from psycholin-
guistic literature to manipulate three differ-
ent levels of Extraversion and Agreeableness,
implemented in fully operative text-based
CAs.

[Core2, Core3]

Empirical An empirical investigation of the suitability
of human behaviour cues for synthesising
CA personality perceptions.

[Core2, Core3]

RQ1.3

Methodological An adaptation of the psycholexical approach
by developing a new multi-method strategy
from which we derive a set of 349 personal-
ity descriptors (adjectives).

[Core4]

Theoretical Ten CA Personality Dimensions, derived via
exploratory factor analysis on data of 744
people rating our descriptors.

[Core4]

RQ1.4

Methodological We transfer the approach of Enactment-
based Dialogue Design from a single person-
ality to multiple personality levels.

[Core5]

Empirical An empirical investigation of the suitability
of Enactment-based Dialogue Design for
generating personality perceptions.

[Core5]

RQ2.1 Empirical An empirical investigation of how a CA’s
personality influences user preference and
interaction behaviour.

[Core2, Core3,
Core5]

RQ2.2

Methodological A new approach for engaging users in CA
design by eliciting their visions of a perfect
speech-based CA, called Vision Dialogue
Elicitation.

[Core6, Core7]

Empirical A set of qualitative and quantitative ana-
lyses and insights into user preferences for
tailored speech-based CA dialogues.

[Core6, Core7]

RQ2.3 Empirical An examination of the influence of user per-
sonality on subjective preference for CA
personality.

[Core2, Core3,
Core5, Core6,
Core7]

Table 3.3: Overview of the primary contributions to each research question and the publications
presented in this thesis.
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4
INSIGHTS & FUTURE WORK

The main goals of this thesis are (1) developing methods to imbue CAs with personality sys-
tematically and (2) examining user preferences for CA personalities. To this end, I introduced
two approaches to synthesise personality in CAs, based on two underlying personality descrip-
tions. The first approach was to adopt the human Big Five personality model as a theoretical
basis, allowing the transfer of human verbal behaviour cues associated with personality
traits to CAs. To enrich this set of verbal behaviour cues, my first step was to investigate
the relationship between human personality and emoji use, identifying several personality
markers in emojis [Core1]. These personality markers alongside others derived from the
psycholinguistic literature were then used to synthesise three levels of Agreeableness [Core2]
and Extraversion [Core3] in text-based CAs. The results from this indicated that human verbal
cues are partly insufficient to infuse personality in text-based CAs, calling for an examina-
tion into whether the Big Five model can be replicated for CA personality (Approach 2). My
research team collected personality descriptors through a new multi-method approach, with
a confirmatory factor analysis revealing ten personality dimensions for speech-based CAs.
We found that these ten dimensions did not correspond with the human Big Five model,
proposing the Ten CA Personality Dimensions as an alternative way of describing CA person-
ality [Core4]. To synthesise personality based on these ten dimensions, I introduced a new
method called Enactment-based Dialogue Design [Core5].

Second, I presented two approaches to studying user preferences for CA personality. In a
deductive approach, my team collected users’ likeability ratings for the CAs as described
in the first part of this thesis [Core2, Core3, Core5]. These investigations showed that users
have very individual preferences for the dimensions Extraversion and Social-Entertaining,
whereas the majority prefer CAs that have a medium or high level of Agreeableness and a low
one of Confrontational. To better include users in the process of developing CA personalities,
I introduced a new inductive method to elicit user visions of a perfect CA, which can be used
to gather requirements [Core6, Core7]. In this context, I also examined the influence of users’
personalities on their preferences for CA personality, but the resulting effects were minimal.

In this chapter, I first report on the over-arching limitations of my work that readers should
bear inmindwhen interpreting the findings (Section 4.1). Afterwards, I reflect on themethods
for imbuing CAs with personality (cf. Section 4.2) and on the implications of my results
regarding user preferences (cf. Section 4.3). These reflections discuss further insights beyond
the single publications that emerge from dissecting the pooled findings. Furthermore, these
reflections yield lessons learned and give methodology recommendations to researchers who
wish to study CAs with personality. I conclude this chapter by outlining a research agenda
with open challenges for future work (Section 4.4).
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4.1 Limitations

The work presented in this thesis is subject to several limitations and should be understood
with these constraints in mind. The limitations specific to each of the presented studies are
described in the respective publication, however, there are four overarching limitations that
I deem noteworthy here.

First, my studies collecting users’ perceptions of personality and their preferences were all
conducted in a within-subjects experimental design, in contrast to several related works [9,
27, 100, 158]. This choice of research design allowed participants to compare the different
personalities against each other and choose their favourite based on experiencing all the
different options. Moreover, person-specific confounding variables are parallelised. That is,
for example, if a user dislikes interacting with CAs in general, this attitude will affect the
perception of all CAs, not just one. Conversely, this decision to explore user preferences
involves a trade-off, as it may have fostered contrasting effects in participants’ perceptions
of the personalities between the different CAs [139]. For example, participants may have
perceived a CA as more introverted after first interacting with the opposite, extraverted agent
than if they had only interacted with the introverted one.

Second, synthesising and examining dialogues that express certain personality traits requires
an analysis of language,which poses several challenges. As thework byWuet al. [220] suggests
that interacting with a voice assistant in a non-native language increases mental workload, I
only recruited participants in my studies who were native or fluent speakers in the language
the CA adopted. On the one hand, being a native German speaker at a German university
myself, collecting participant responses in German is easiest with respect to participant
recruitment and ensures a complete understanding of the subtleties in participants’ responses.
Studies in [Core1, Core2, Core5, Core6] and partly in [Core4] were conducted in German,
in line with comparable prior work on user interaction with voice assistants [221]. On the
other hand, this approach requires translating participants’ responses afterwards to English
as the international HCI research community publishes in English, which could also lead
to subtle meaning being lost in translation. Furthermore, findings such as the personality
model dimensions presented in [Core4] are more useful to the wider community if presented
in English. To tackle these challenges, studies in [Core3, Core7] and the final online study
in [Core4] were conducted with British native speakers [Core3, Core7] or speakers with at
least high English proficiency and located in the US [Core4] recruited via the crowdsourcing
platforms Prolific1 [Core3, Core7] and Amazon Mechanical Turk2 [Core4], with English native
or bilingual speakers supporting the analysis.

Third, due to the aforementioned language constraints, the examination of user perception
and preferences for CAs took place in limited cultural settings. However, the interpretation
of behaviour cues and subsequent attribution of personality are culturally influenced [48,

1https://www.prolific.co, last accessed 10th May 2022
2https://www.mturk.com, last accessed 10th May 2022
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88, 95]. Prior work by Endrass et al. [72] demonstrated that users interpret and evaluate a
CA’s behaviour differently depending on their cultural background. Thus, it is crucial that
future work (1) includes users from all cultural backgrounds in the requirement analysis
and perception assessment, and (2) investigates whether the user preferences we found also
apply to users from other backgrounds.

Fourth, investigating the influence of user personality on preferences for CA personality
requires large and diverse samples because participants have to represent the distribution of
personality traits in the population [Pub10]. Assembling diverse samples proved particularly
difficult as participants with personality traits such as low Agreeableness are inherently
less likely to participate in voluntary user studies (cf. the distribution plots of participants’
personality traits in [Core1, Core5, Core7]). I addressed this challenge by recruiting large
sample sizes (N = 205 in [Core7], N = 646 in [Core1], N = 744 in [Core4]), recruiting via
crowdsourcing platforms instead of convenience sampling [Core3, Core4, Core7], and pre-
screening participants according to their personality traits [Core3]. However, the sample
sizes were limited due to the qualitative nature of the studies in the first explorations of this
field, so small effects between user personality and their preference for CA personality may
not have been detected.

4.2 Reflections on Imbuing Conversational Agents with Personality

In Chapter 1, I argued that two crucial factors are missing to empower CA designers to imbue
CAs with personality systematically: (1) conceptual clarity about the underlying personality
description on which CA designers can specify the CA’s target personality, and (2) synthesis
methods for translating the target personality into perceptible behaviour cues. In addition, in
Chapter 2 I explained the need to evaluate users’ impression of a CA personality and compare
it to the target personality. In Chapter 3, I presented publications which explored different
approaches and techniques for each of the three tasks of (1) describing, (2) synthesising,
and (3) evaluating CA personality. In this section, I reflect on our work on these three tasks,
summarising lessons learned, implications for CA researchers and designers, and starting
points for future work.

4.2.1 Describing Conversational Agent Personality

One of the most important findings from this thesis is that perceptions of CA personality
are not equal to the perceptions of human personality, as demonstrated by the unsuccessful
attempt to replicate the Big Five personality model for CAs [Core4]. Whilst my results support
the assumptions of the Media Equation that people treat CAs as inherently social [182], they
reveal subtle differences in users’ conceptualisation of artificial entities compared to humans.
These subtle differences were also echoed in my speculative exploration of users’ attitudes
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towards punishing robots in [Pub3], in which I found that users conceptually placed the robot,
which they punished using different techniques, somewhere between alive and lifeless.

I have used the Ten CA Personality Dimensions tomore adequately encompass perceptions of
CA personality, which includes the dimension Artificial, comprising terms such as “artificial”,
“synthetic”, and “robotic”. This dimension seems to be of particular significance, because it is
frequently mentioned in the open-ended personality descriptions in both [Core3, Core4] and
related research [36, 133, 173, 224], but has no overlap with the Big Five. From a conceptual
point of view, the dimension Artificial is logical as the construct of personality is intended
to distinguish the behaviour of one entity from that of another [4], and today’s CAs differ
from each other in how human-like they behave and sound. Users’ desire to comment on the
perceived artificiality underlines their juxtaposition of CA personalities and human personal-
ities. This juxtaposition leads to expectations of human-like personalities that are unlikely to
be met, as outlined by prior work [51, 59, 135, 178, 183]. Challenging the currently dominant
human metaphor and resemblance for CAs [68], the Ten CA Personality Dimensions can thus
raise awareness about deliberately shaping the artificiality of the CA personality to calibrate
user expectations.

People’s interaction with CAs is of course not only determined by perceptions of their per-
sonality but also other aspects of (social) interaction [28]. My adoption of the psycholexical
approach to derive the conceptualisation of CA personality has already inspired a similar
approach to derive users’ partner models for CAs [67]. Furthermore, my newmulti-method
procedure for generating a personality item pool combined traditional psychological ap-
proaches such as interviewing users with newmethods such as implicit descriptions in online
reviews (following our work in [Pub1, Pub2]) and online corpora to systematically reduce the
item set. Leveraging data science methods such as text analytics and web crawling hence
opens up new opportunities to complement traditional psychological methods, as previously
called for in Psychology [152].

Takeaway: Perceptions of CA personality are not equal to the perceptions of human
personality. Instead of adopting human personality models to describe CA personality, I
suggest Ten CA Personality Dimensions.

4.2.2 Synthesising Conversational Agent Personality

Two approaches to synthesise personality in CAs were explored: (1) Transferring human
verbal behaviour cues to CA dialogues and (2) developing CA dialogues through Enactment-
based Dialogue Design. Both approaches yielded promising results, but each has its benefits
and drawbacks, as discussed below.

The transfer of human verbal behaviour cues to CAs provided the best results for high and
low levels of Agreeableness, even for a short interaction time [Core2]. Conversely, differences
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in the levels of synthesised Extraversion were perceived to be smaller in text-based CAs, and
verbal cues were insufficient to convey introversion [Core3]. Furthermore, there are several
drawbacks to integrating human cues into CA dialogues to synthesise personality. First is
the finding that perceptions of CA personality are not equal to human personality, raising
doubts about the transferability of cues. Second, even if the human Big Five are used to
describe CA personality, there are fewer personality markers associated with the dimensions
Conscientiousness and Openness [53]. Third, when personality dimensions are examined as
a multidimensional construct rather than in isolation [139, 181], selecting cues becomes more
complicated due to interaction effects (cf. Section 4.4.1). Fourth, personality markers have
often been identified by means of correlations in psychological research (e.g. [94, 172]). As
such, these correlations provide little knowledge about thresholds, for example, how many
positive emotions words does a CA use that has an average level of Extraversion? This lack of
thresholds makes it difficult to synthesise subtle levels of personality, which were, however,
favoured by up to 43% of our participants [Core2].

Creating dialogues by means of Enactment-based Dialogue Design accomplished a good
match of the intended low and rather high levels in the dimensions Social-Entertaining
and Confrontational, whilst the targeted high levels were not achieved in the considered
dimensions [Core5]. In contrast to the arduous task of identifying human behaviour cues
from literature scattered across decades of psychological research, this method was able to
synthesise suitable dialogues in focus group sessions of one and a half hours which consisted
of amateur actors without expert knowledge of CA design. On the other hand, this approach
makes it more difficult to exploit synergies from other personality synthesis projects because
it is unclear which specific cues in the dialogue caused the perception.

Contrary to the study of human personality markers, the synthesis of personality in CAs has
the advantage that dialogues differing only in single cues can be generated and comparedwith
each other to determine the significance of different cues for personality perception.However,
for n cues more than 2n dialogues3 have to be created to reflect all combinations of cues
because the cues are not simply additive but interdependent [196]. Hence, such an approach
is an extensive undertaking. Another, more pragmatic possibility for future work to advance
our understanding of personality synthesis could be to further develop our Enactment-based
Dialogue Design method. One could ask many dialogue experts, for example screenwriters
and authors, to write dialogues for specific target personalities in focus groups, compiling
a corpus of dialogues. This corpus could be used in two ways: First, text analytics could be
applied to examine the dialogues for syntactic and semantic similarities, thereby deriving
a set of cues. Second, deep learning approaches could be implemented, such as language
models from Natural Language Processing, to automatically generate dialogues for specific

3To illustrate this number, an example is given: We assume that there are three behaviour cues, such as the use
of the positive sentiment word “great”, the use of a heart emoji, and the use of an exclamation mark. In this case,
23 = 8 CA dialogues need to be created to evaluate users’ perception of the personality for each combination:
one dialogue without any cues, three in which only one cue is present, three in which the combinations of two
cues are present, and one in which all three cues present. In reality, there is a large number of these cues, not
just three, as well as cues which are not binary but metric, such as text length.
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target personalities, following related work on automatically generating CA dialogues [138,
184, 185, 186].Whilst the latter approach is less laborious in the synthesis phase, deep learning
approaches require huge corpora to ensure a reasonable level of accuracy.

Despite these opportunities, CA researchers and designers should be aware that the interpret-
ation of behaviour cues will always be equivocal, as communication is ambiguous [139]. This
ambiguity of behaviour cues is illustrated particularly well by the various interpretations
users provided for two identical chats that differed only by a single emoji at the end of the
message in our work in [Core1]. Therefore, it is unlikely that even successful synthesis meth-
ods will ever achieve complete and universal accuracy in users’ perceptions of the personality.
Moreover, future work ought to examine the interplay between the attributed personality
and the situation on users’ perceptions of the CA’s behaviour. For example, humans tend to
overestimate the influence of another person’s personality on their behaviour, whilst disreg-
arding situational influences [189]. Yet, a recent exploration by Edwards and Edwards [71]
suggests that there are differences between people’s causal inferences for humans and robots
that require further investigation.

Takeaway: I presented twomethods for synthesising CA personality. Transferring human
behaviour cues to CAs was particularly successful in synthesising different perceptions
of Agreeableness, but is difficult to scale for other dimensions. Our Enactment-based
Dialogue Design method was able to generate different levels of CA personality in focus
groups and could be developed further to automate the synthesis processes.

4.2.3 Evaluating Conversational Agent Personality

An important part of synthesising CA personality is to evaluate whether users’ perceptions of
the CA personality match the intended target personality. Although it was not the focus of
this thesis to systematically compare different evaluation methods, the experience gained
can assist CA designers and researchers to select the appropriate method for their projects.

A Comparison of Methods for Evaluating CA Personality

To evaluate users’ impressions of CA personality, this thesis used (1) human Big Five in-
ventories [Core2, Core3], (2) open personality descriptions [Core3], and (3) ratings on the
personality adjectives collected in [Core4] as a precursor to CA personality inventories [Core5],
which is summarised in Table 3.1. In addition, user perceptions of the personality of existing
CAs in [Core4] were collected through open-ended descriptions in an online survey, a lab
experiment, and online reviews.

Personality inventories, whether established human inventories [61, 201, 202] or the person-
ality adjectives used in [Core5], promote rapid assessment and easy comparison of different
agents. Moreover, they can cover the entire spectrum of perceived personality dimensions
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and thus reveal impressions about less noticeable personality dimensions. On the other
hand, [Core3] found that human personality inventories do not capture the full picture of
CA personality, echoing prior work which also brought to light descriptions such as “artifi-
cial” [224]. For both the human inventories and the CA personality adjectives, single items
emerged as being inadequate for the comparison.

In contrast, open-ended personality descriptions allow participants to express their im-
pressions in their own words, as opposed to inventories that pre-categorise personality
perceptions in what Liu et al. [133] termed “terse and efficient” wording. As participants
are not biased towards certain personality characteristics, open descriptions can confer an
impression of which personality characteristics are most salient to them. Conversely, the
interviews in [Core4], where open personality descriptions were collected, revealed that
participants often felt uncomfortable describing the personality of a CA. To avoid this prob-
lem, we gathered implicit personality impressions from online reviews in [Core4]. Whilst
these reviews provide a first impression of the most salient characteristics (e.g. “helpful”
was a prominent descriptor in online reviews) and offer insights into the variety of possible
descriptors [Core4], a full personality analysis is rather cumbersome. This is because many
reviews do not contain any personality description, and although adjectives can be easily
extracted automatically, not all of them reflect personality traits (e.g. the descriptor “helpful”
may refer to the CA’s personality or to the concept of assistants in general). Thus, manual
context-aware analysis is required. Finally, all kinds of open descriptions are time-consuming
to collect and analyse.

Takeaway: Both evaluationmethods, (1) personality inventories and (2) opendescriptions,
have benefits and drawbacks and must be used according to the primary research goal.
As CA designers and researchers may not always have the time or financial resources
to triangulate different evaluation methods, it is imperative to develop CA personality
inventories which enable fast assessment. A first step towards dedicated CA personality
inventories is discussed in Section 4.4.1.

Recommendations for Comprehensive Reporting of CA Personality Perceptions

To gain a better understanding of user preferences, a profound knowledge of how users
actually perceive the developed CA personality is crucial. However, methodological deficits
in reporting these user perceptions are evident in related work due to a lack of reporting
standards, a problem well known to HCI [38, 111, 207] and Psychology [128]. Specifically,
in prior work on user preferences for CAs, user perceptions of CA personalities were only
compared in relative terms (e.g. [9, 100, 160, 191]). For example, Andrist et al. [9] found a
significant difference in participants’ Extraversion ratings of two robots based on their gaze
behaviour, but the absolute difference between the two versions was rather small, with
both closer to a neutral Extraversion score than to the extremes. Similarly, [Core3] findings
showed a significant difference between the perceptions of the extraverted and introverted
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CAs. However, the absolute mean Extraversion score for the introverted CA (cf. Figure 3.2),
supported by the open-ended descriptions, revealed that it was not recognised as such.

Whilst these studies advanced the understanding regarding the similarities of agent and
human personality perceptions, I argue that research shouldmove from relative comparisons
to providing absolute personality scores based on norm values. That is, future work should
define thresholds that constitute a low, average, and high level of a personality dimension,
thereby providing a frame of reference.

Other challenges encountered in this research and elsewhere also highlight the need for
comprehensive reporting on users’ perceptions of CA personality. Liu et al. [133] showed
that participants often chose “neither agree nor disagree” personality ratings for their CAs,
emphasising the need for measures of variance and confidence intervals in CA personality
evaluations. This work suggests that some of the Big Five inventory items are less suitable for
capturing user impressions of CA personality (e.g. is less active than other people) and thus may
distort the overall dimension score [Core3, Core5]. Publishing the means for all individual
inventory items along the dimension mean may also be informative until CA personality
inventories have been established.

Takeaway: To ensure a transparent and comprehensive overview of user personality
perceptions, I recommend reporting descriptive statistics including absolute means,
measures of variance, confidence intervals, and box plot diagrams for user perceptions
of CA personalities as a best practice. Furthermore, future work ought to determine norm
values for personality levels as a reference frame.

4.3 Reflections on User Preferences for Conversational Agent Per-
sonality

In this section, I discuss whether universal preferences emerged for any of the investigated
personality dimensions and for which of these dimensions users’ attitudes diverged. To
inform practitioners in the field, I thus point out those personality dimensions for which
multiple levels should be synthesised so that they can then be tailored to the individual user.

4.3.1 One Size in Personality Does Not Fit All Users

Both the deductive approach, presenting userswith various pre-designed personalities [Core2,
Core3, Core5], and the inductive approach, eliciting user visions of the perfect CA person-
ality [Core6, Core7], clearly show that users have individual preferences for CA personality.
Echoing previous results by Nass et al. [162], the publications presented in this thesis thus
demonstrate that there is no single CA personality that is universally liked by all users. This
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lack of a single preferred CA personality underlines the necessity of tailoring CA personalities
to the user, as conceived in this thesis’ vision. The publications in this thesis reveal important
insights into the personality dimensions that should be considered for CA personality design
in general and for adaptation in particular.

Universal and Controversial Preferences

Figure 3.5 shows the CA personalities that users liked best with regard to the four dimen-
sions I examined in this thesis. Most participants clearly preferred average or high levels of
Agreeableness for a movie recommender text-based CA [Core2], whilst they rejected high
and rather high levels of Confrontational for an in-car speech-based CA [Core5]. Although the
majority of participants ranked an extraverted text-based CA for a daily stress tracker first, the
remaining participants completely rejected this CA and would rather have liked to interact
with an average or introverted CA, as informed by the participants’ open-ended rationales
for their ranking of the CAs [Core3]. A very diverse picture also emerged for the dimension
Social-Entertaining for the in-car speech-based CA, where participants’ preferences were
distributed across the three levels and were also determined by the individual task [Core5].

These preferences canbe considered reliable only for the context inwhich theywere collected,
as they are context-dependent [Core5]. These insights into users’ actual behaviour when
presented with different CA personalities thus confirm previous qualitative work on users’
expectations of context-specific CA personalities [101]. Nonetheless, my findings suggest that
overall most users demand friendly and agreeable CAswhich do not challenge the user, which
is in accordance with a typical assistant’s role [Core2, Core5, Core7]. Hence, Agreeableness
may be a one-size-fits-all personality trait, but even with this trait, users differed as to how
pronounced it should be [Core2]. In particular, regarding the CA’s compliance (a sub-facet
of Agreeableness), users’ visions of the perfect CA revealed that some users conceive an
opinionated CAwhich sometimes confronts the user [Core7], albeit probably less aggressively
than the confrontational and disagreeable CAs we designed. This preference was also evident
in more diverse opinions about a CA that nudges the user to make healthier meal choices in
the Navigation scenario in [Core5]. Hence, our results suggest that the use of opinions and
nudging is highly individual, presenting an opportunity to tailor CA personalities to the user.

Other characteristics that yielded controversial preferences and should thus be contemplated
for adaptation are the inclusion of humour and a casual demeanour. These controversial
preferences were evident in users’ visions of the perfect CA, where some participants made
extensive use of witty rejoinders from the CA, whilst others completely avoided the use
of humour [Core7], and in the divergent opinions on in-car CAs that were (rather) high in
Social Entertaining [Core5]. Prior work suggests that many users enjoy humorous comments,
so-called “Easter eggs”, when interacting with voice assistants [51, 135], but they do not regard
themas an integral part of conversations as they dowith human interlocutors [51]. The studies
in this thesis extend this earlier work by revealing that the appeal of a humorous CA is highly
individual and highlight the challenge of designing humorous CAs. Users imagined humour
in CAs in the form of contextual witty comments [Core7], which is neither implemented in
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today’s CAs [51] nor technically feasible yet [171]. Humour is often used in conversation to
soften serious topics [51]. A cheerful and informal demeanour in conversation is associated
with Extraversion and was thus synthesised in the extraverted CA in [Core3]. Users’ rationales
suggested that some enjoy this kind of causal conversation with a CA, whilst others find it
unprofessional or inappropriate for a CA.

Takeaway: User preferences for CA personality are highly individual and context-
dependent. Users universally prefer a higher level of Agreeableness, whilst the use
of opinions, nudging, humour, and a casual demeanour trigger different reactions from
users. Therefore, these characteristics offer the opportunity to tailor the CA personality
to individual user preferences.

Strong or Subtle Personalities? When an Average Level of Personality is Beneficial

Prior work is divided as to which personalities are most popular. Reeves and Nass [182] state
that users appreciate obvious, strong personalities, which make it easier for users to predict
the agent’s future behaviour. Conversely, Pearl [171] recommends that conversation designers
aim for subtle personalities that are “neither loved nor hated” [171] in the case of a CA that is
used by many people.

To the best of my knowledge, this research is the first to not only synthesise two opposing,
strong levels of personality in CAs, but to include a third, subtle level that creates an average
or an average to high level of a personality trait. The reason for including this third level
was that previous research points to a similarity attraction effect (e.g. [9, 157]) and assumes
that the distribution of personality in the population resembles a Gaussian curve [144] (this
assumption is supported by the personality distributions shown in [Core1, Core5, Core7]).
It is, therefore, to be expected that an average level of personality in a CA will be similar to
most users and their usual human interlocutors.

Contrary to my expectation, my findings do not suggest that an average CA is generally
preferred by the majority of users. The average agreeable CA was ranked first by 43.4% of the
participants [Core2], and the CA with a rather high level of Social-Entertaining by 36.3% of
the participants for theMusic scenario [Core5], which corresponds to the likeability scores of
the respective high level agents. Conversely, for the dimension Confrontational, participants
almost unanimously agreed on the low level CA as their favourite. These findings demonstrate
that (1) average levels are likely only beneficial for certain dimensions and (2) a preference
for extreme or more subtle personalities also seems to be highly individual. Moreover, the
results indicate that for dimensions usually associated with negative dispositions, such as
Confrontational, users’ consensus is on the low level, making the design of several levels
unnecessary. On the other hand, for dimensions more typically associated with assistants,
users seem to be divided in their preference for either a strong, high level personality or a
more subtle, average personality, providing another opportunity to tailor CAs to individual
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preferences. However, due to the limited number of dimensions and contexts examined in
this thesis, future work will need to corroborate these assumptions.

In contrast to my observations for the dimensions Agreeableness and Social-Entertaining,
analysing user preferences for Extraversion showed that the average personality is signific-
antly less liked than the high level version. Participants’ rationales for their ranking suggest
that the perception of a CA’s artificiality is detrimental to their subjective preference and
engagement. Futurework should examinewhether this rejection of an average extraverted CA
by themajority of participants is due to (1) the specific context of a stress-tracking application,
(2) the perceived artificiality of the agent, or (3) a general preference for extraverted CAs,
which would contradict previous work on robots [9] and voice user interfaces [100].

Takeaway: Although an average level of personality reflects most people’s personality,
it is not universally preferred. Instead, average levels are only beneficial for certain
dimensions, in which case users’ preferences for a strong or subtle personality are
divided.

The Salience of Agreeableness in CA Personality Perceptions

In [Core3], participants’ open-ended personality descriptions of the three text-based CAs
showed that the CAs stood out most for their Agreeableness, although this dimension was
not deliberately targeted in the design. Interestingly, the attributes referring to the CAs’
Agreeableness (e.g. “friendly”, “helpful”) were also frequently mentioned to describe Siri,
Alexa, and the Google Assistant in our online survey and lab experiment in [Core4]. Similar
observations have been made in prior research [133, 134]. For example, Liu et al. [133] found
that their participants frequently commented on the Agreeableness of their ECAs, even
though they had manipulated the agents’ gestures to vary perceptions of the personality
dimension Neuroticism.

As most CAs today are designed to be helpful assistants, the perception of their friendliness
is not surprising in itself. Nonetheless, it is striking that these characteristics seem to be so
salient to the majority of participants that they are mentioned first in a variety of CA person-
alities and contexts. This focus on Agreeableness is also unexpected because Extraversion
has the closest links to observable human behaviour [172]. As a reason for this phenomenon,
Liu et al. [133] suspected that people are used to classifying others as friendly and unfriendly.
Another explanation could be that a friendly, helpful assistant is in line with users’ vision
of a CA [Core7] so that users primarily express perceptions that may or may not match this
expectation. This explanation is in line with Laurel [123] who assumed that people “paint
with bold strokes” when attributing personality to CAs and thus only consider traits that are
useful for the specific context.

[Pub9] analysed the occurrences of the term “intelligent user interfaces” in all papers pub-
lished in the ACM Intelligent User Interfaces conference within the last 25 years. This analysis
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also yielded that “to assist” is the verb most often associated with intelligent user interfaces
in general and agents in particular, highlighting that users’ expectations have been steered in
this direction for decades. As users often find it difficult to reconcile their rational knowledge
that an agent is a machine with their emotional response to it [Pub3], they may be more
comfortable using terms that are consistent with the assistant role when asked to describe
personality, an inherently human concept. Future work should scrutinise this phenomenon
to shed light on the reasons for the salience of Agreeableness in CAs.

Although the frequency with which descriptors refer to the Agreeableness of CAs does not
necessarily mean that Agreeableness is particularly important for the design of target person-
alities, it does at least indicate that this dimension stands out to users. In [Core3], more than
half of the participants gave a CA’s friendliness as a reason for its high ranking, corroborating
the importance of friendliness for user preferences. Hence, designers should carefully design
the perception of Agreeableness, whereas less salient dimensions may require less attention
unless designers explicitly want to achieve a particular impression. Fortunately, the work
in [Core2] shows that synthesising Agreeableness was comparatively straightforward and
that users have a clear preference for higher Agreeableness levels. The Ten CA Personal-
ity Dimensions also include three traits that can be seen as a refinement of the singular
Agreeableness trait in the human model, namely, Approachable, Social-Inclined, and Social-
Assisting [Core4]. Whilst this is another indicator of the importance of these characteristics,
it also underlines that Agreeableness should be designed on a more fine-grained level in CAs.

Takeaway: Characteristics of Agreeableness in CAs are particularly salient to users,
suggesting that designers should take extra care in designing this trait.

4.3.2 User Preferences Are More Complex than Similarity Attraction

Early work by Nass and Brave [157] highlighted that user preferences for personalities of
voice user interfaces are determined by a user’s own personality, suggesting a similarity
attraction effect. Later research partially supported this assumption (e.g. [21, 200]), but also
challenged it by implying a complementary effect (e.g. [100, 132]) or no effect at all (e.g. [36,
190]). The publications presented in this thesis point to a limited influence of user personality
on preference for a CA personality, both in terms of users’ visions of the perfect CA [Core6,
Core7] and their ratings of the CA personalities they interacted with [Core2, Core3, Core5].

A possible reason for this lack of an effect could be that the samples taken were too small
to detect any influence (cf. Section 4.1). To better understand which effect sizes could be
discovered, we performed an a priori power analysis in [Core7] and a sensitivity power
analysis in [Core3]. However, as this type of effect is typically small, hidden small effects
of user personality on their preferences cannot be ruled out. Despite acknowledging this
possibility, I conclude that user preferences cannot fully be explained by similarity attraction,
but represent a more complex phenomenon.
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As this thesis’ findings challenge the applicability of the Big Five model for CA personality,
the concept of similarity attraction has to be questioned as well. As explained in Chapter 2, I
assume that a target personality is defined along all dimensions to ensure consistency of the
expressed behaviour. That is, a CA is not simply classified as extraverted or introverted, but
has a certain personality expression, a specific level, on all Ten CA Personality Dimensions.
With five human personality traits and ten deviating CA personality traits, a simple similarity
mapping is not possible but requires further investigation.

When synthesising personality for speech-based CAs based on our personality dimensions,
we found that participants high in Extraversion tended to prefer a CA with high levels of
Social-Entertaining [Core5]. Such a CA is characterised by a cheerful, assertive, and humorous
demeanour similar to an extraverted human. This preference suggests matching extraverted
users with CAs high in Social-Entertaining. Moreover, two links between user personality
and preferences emerged that merit further scrutiny. We found that Conscientiousness is a
negative predictor for (1) preferring a CA with a confrontational disposition [Core5] and (2)
envisioning a CA offering opinions [Core7], indicating that conscientious users tend to prefer
compliant CAs that aremore restrained in their comments. In Section 4.4.2, I discuss potential
future research strands to further investigate determinant factors of user preferences.

Takeaway: Our findings indicate that there are hardly any universal truths when it comes
to user preferences for CAs. Instead of falling back to overarching rules such as “similarity
attracts”, the publications in this thesis highlight the need to gather user requirements
for CA personalities in a specific application and develop the personalities in accordance
with users’ visions, for which the methods presented in Section 3.3 can be used.

4.4 Research Agenda

This thesis is guidedby the vision to imbueCAswith personality systematically and tailor them
to user preferences. Whilst the publications presented in this thesis have led to methods and
empirical findings, there is still much work to be done to achieve this vision. In this section, I
propose several open challenges that emerge from the approaches and studies presented.
Based on my vision, I first discuss the challenges of imbuing CAs with personality, followed
by the challenges of tailoring CA personality to users. This section concludes with a critical
reflection on the acceptance of personality-imbued CAs as well as ethical considerations.

4.4.1 Open Challenges for Imbuing Conversational Agents with Personality

In Section 3.3, I introduced a process for designing CA personalities and presented methods
for each of the steps. In this subsection, I describe opportunities for future work to further
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Collect user
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Figure 4.1: This figure shows opportunities for future work to further develop the methods of the design
process for CA personality. Each box describes a challenge and is displayed below the corresponding
design process step.

develop these methods and tools. Figure 4.1 provides an overview of these opportunities and
which of the process steps they address.

Translating User Requirements into a Target CA Personality

Whilst the presented design process builds onmy experience with designing CA personalities,
it has not yet been applied in practice by conversation designers. However, only the practical
application can cast light on whether this process is complete. Specifically, future work has
to probe whether CA designers need a method or tool to define a target personality based
on user requirements. If user requirements are gathered by means of our Vision Dialogue
Elicitationmethod, it may not be self-explanatory how visions such as providing personalised
recommendations translate into a specific target personality.

Confirming Personality Dimensions and Developing Standardised Inventories

The paper [Core4] presented a new multi-method approach based on the psycholexical
hypothesis to derive personality dimensions dedicated to speech-based CAs. These derived
dimensions should not be considered definitive but rather a starting point for future work. In
addition, the work in [Core3] demonstrated the need for standardised personality inventories,
which allows researchers anddesigners to evaluate theperceivedpersonality against the target
personality. Similar to the development of personality models and inventories for human
personality in Psychology [142], these two steps are intertwined as model and inventory both
aim to comprehensively describe the CA personality.

Specifically, the next step towards a personality model for CAs is the validation of the de-
rived dimensions through a confirmatory factor analysis [181]. That is, another large sample
should rate the 349 personality adjectives we collected in the multi-method approach, and a
confirmatory factor analysis should be conducted on the resulting ratings. This should then
be reviewed to determine whether the same ten dimensions emerge.

Once the personality dimensions are confirmed, the development of a personality inventory
is the next step. For this, well-established Big Five inventories, such as the Big Five Invent-
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ory [202] or the NEO-PI-R [57], may be used as templates but adapted to use the personality
adjectives and dimensions dedicated to CAs. The developed inventory would then need to be
assessed against test construction criteria, such as reliability and validity [31].

However, researchers and designers should be aware that CA personality models will not be
conclusively developed in the next paper. By comparison, several researchers have worked
on human personality adjectives and models for decades [105, 181]. First, whilst the Big Five
model is themost predominant model to describe human personality today [142], future work
may examine the suitability of other personality taxonomies for describing CA personality,
such as Eysenck’s Big Three [74] ormultidimensional structures (cf. Section 4.4.1). Second, it is
likely that our understanding and attribution of CApersonality and other social processes, and
thus their formal descriptionwill change in the future as CAs are integratedmore ubiquitously
in our lives. In particular, the generations which are born now and do not know a world
without artificial agents may categorise them differently than previous generations.

As a reminder, personality is defined by distinguishable and distinctive patterns of behaviour,
cognition, and emotion. As such, items inpersonality inventories have to be actually distinctive.
For example, McCrae and Costa [142] described a sub-facet of the dimension Openness for
Experience as knowledge of foreign cuisines. Whilst this was likely a distinctive behaviour
during the initial development of the Big Five, it is less distinctive today. Similarly, due to the
current technological possibilities for synthetic voices, today’s CAs may be distinguishable
by how natural and human-like their voices sound, which is depicted in our dimension
Artificial [Core4]. However, as technology advances, this characteristic may be less of a
distinguishable feature in ten years.

Extending the Set of Behaviour Cues

The focus of this thesis is on the synthesis of personality at the dialogue level, i.e., the targeted
manipulation of verbal behaviour cues. Whilst the manipulation at the dialogue level is
necessary for all CAs, non-verbal cues, such as gestures, facial expressions, or proxemics, also
have to be considered for speech-based CAs or ECA. For speech-based CAs, these non-verbal
cues are para-verbal, such as pitch, loudness, and speech rate. As non-verbal communication
tends to eclipse verbal communication [10, 90, 150], the deliberate design of these cues for
speech-based CAs is inevitable. Whilst Scherer [196] gives a comprehensive overview of
possible human para-verbal personality markers, to the best of my knowledge there is neither
such an overview for human non-verbal personality markers nor a complete investigation of
their applicability to artificial agents.

Previous work on voice user interfaces, ECAs, and robots has examined the transfer of
individual non-verbal cues, such as gaze [9] and proximity [36], as well as combinations of
cues, such as gestures with facial expressions [145] or dialects [118]. However, their work also
reveals that the transfer of these human behaviour cues works only to a limited extent, with
some cues not eliciting the intended personality perceptions [36]. Furthermore, few have
pondered the effects of merging non-verbal and verbal cues (exceptions include [100, 158]).
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As the consistency of non-verbal and verbal cues is crucial for personality perceptions [100],
future work has to scrutinise the effect of non-verbal cues in accordance with their verbal
counterparts. Instead of transferring human non-verbal cues, future work could explore
whether our approach of Enactment-based Dialogue Design can be used to generate these
non-verbal cues. Specifically, actors’ changes in movements or voices could be analysed to
inform the design of CA personality.

Beyond verbal and non-verbal cues, future work could also examine the use of pragmatic
cues, such as the number of notifications or if a CA initiates conversations, so as to extend the
expressiveness of verbal cues. Moreover, perceptions of personality have to be examined in
context with other social cues, such as perceived gender or age. For example, prior research
highlighted that users assign personality based on dialects [118], which in turn influences
users’ lexical choices [58]. Feine et al. [75] conducted a structured literature review with a
taxonomy of these social cues, which can serve as a starting point for researchers.

Moving from Synthesising a Single to Multiple Personality Dimensions

In this thesis, a CA’s personality was manipulated along single dimensions, such as Extra-
version, Agreeableness, Social-Entertaining, or Confrontational, to examine the suitability
of new approaches to synthesise personality. However, as [Core3] showed, users will also
perceive personality characteristics on the other dimensions. Therefore, a simultaneous syn-
thesis of all dimensions is needed to ensure consistency. Whilst the original Big Five model
understands personality traits as a collection of single orthogonal traits [64, 139], several
works have conceived personality to be a multidimensional construct [181]. The reason for
this is that in factor analyses descriptors often correlate with more than one dimension, for
example “cheerful” loads on both Agreeableness and Extraversion. Under this assumption of
multidimensionality, a synthesis of one dimension would also influence users’ perception of
the other dimensions.

Synthesising personality along multiple dimensions is particularly challenging. First,
as [Core2, Core3] demonstrated, identifying behaviour cues associated with personality
and implementing them in CAs is already a very cumbersome task for a single dimension
and even more so for multiple. Second, it remains unclear how to synthesise personality
in case of opposing cues for two dimensions. For example, my study on the relationship
between users’ personality and their use of emojis found that high Openness is associated
with a lower use of heart emojis but high Extraversionmanifests itself in a higher use of heart
emojis [Core1]. What do these conflicts mean for the design of CA personalities that are high
both in Openness and Extraversion?

Hence, an approach as presented in [Core5] seems more feasible when it comes to the design
of multiple personality dimensions in CAs. However, it has to be examined whether (1) this
approach is feasible for multiple dimensions and (2) untangling single cues associated with
different levels of different personality dimensions will bemore useful for a sustainable agent
design because personality designs may be reused for other agents.
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4.4.2 Open Challenges for Tailoring Conversational Agent Personalities to User
Preferences

This thesis examines user preferences for CAs to inform the process of tailoring CA per-
sonalities to user preferences. Inspired by frameworks for research agendas in Personality
Psychology [120], I discuss future work on causes for individual preferences and the effects of
tailoring CA personalities to user preferences. In addition, I suggest investigating the timing
of adaptation.

What are Causes for Individual User Preferences?

Although the publications in this thesis reveal clear individual differences in user preferences
for CA personality, it remains unclear which user characteristics drive these different prefer-
ences. However, knowledge of these characteristics is crucial for automatically tailoring CA
personalities to users. Whilst this thesis has focused on user personality and its influence on
preferences, future work should delve into other possible user characteristics, such as gender,
age, and cultural background [210]. The influence of user personality could also be examined
at a sub-facet level rather than on a dimension level. For example, a study by Zhou et al. [224]
shows that users’ level of cheerfulness (a sub-facet of Extraversion) was positively associated
with a preference for an extraverted chatbot, whereas users’ level of excitement-seeking
(another sub-facet of Extraversion) was not. Finally, users’ goals and circumstances could also
be taken into account when analysing their preferences, for example, it might be possible
that users living alone would prefer more sociable smart speakers.

What are the Effects of Tailoring CA Personalities to User Preferences?

In this thesis, I investigated user preferences for CA personalities based on their likeability
ratings, i.e. howmuch users would like to interact with a CA again. [Core3] showed that CA
personalities not only determine users’ attitudes but also their behaviour, more precisely
their engagement with the CAs. Hence, future work should examine in which other aspects of
users’ attitudes and behaviour user preferences aremanifested. Han et al. [89] propose several
measures for quantifying chatbot effectiveness, such as user trust, engagement duration,
and chatbot repetition rate, which can serve as starting points. Apart from quantitative
measurements, my work highlights the advantages of including qualitative reasons for users’
preferences to better understand underlying needs [Core3]. These reasons primarily focus
on the perceived friendliness, humanness, and professional vs casual demeanour of the CAs.
Future work should investigate whether patterns arise in these rationales, which in turn may
shed light on which personality dimensions are particularly important to users.

When to Tailor the CA Personality to the User?

The publications presented in this thesis highlight individual user preferences for CA per-
sonalities and thus the potential benefits of tailoring CAs to the users. Another important
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challenge in this context is the question of when a CA personality should be configured to
best match a user’s preferences [103]. There are different possibilities for the timing of the
configuration.

• Give users the choice: Users could either choose a CA personality upon using a new
application based on a description or interact with different personality versions of a
CA and then choose the one they like best. On the one hand, this way, users have the
opportunity to experience all versions and choose the one they like best themselves.
On the other hand, users might drop out at the beginning of using the CA if they do not
like the first personality presented.

• Select a personality for the user before the first contact: If future work can identify
user characteristics that determine their preference for CA personality, and the CA
application has this knowledge about the user upon first use (e.g. via the user’s personal
data stored on the smartphone or questionnaires during the setup), the CA app could
select the best CA fit on first use.

• Adapt the personality during the interaction: A third possibility is that the CA app
learns more about the user’s preferences during use so that the app starts with a default
personality and then transitions into amore preferred version. On the one hand, Nass et
al. [162] suggest that people like it when the interlocutor adjusts their personality to them
because it is a formof implicit praise. On the other hand, a change in personality violates
basic user interface design guidelines such as the need for consistency. Personality
adaptation during interaction allows users to perceive the CA in different situations,
as a reliable perception of personality can only result from observing behaviour in
aggregated and relevant situations [139, 219]. That is, a CA high in Social-Entertaining
can only be perceived as such if it is used in social contexts and not only for purely
task-related purposes.

Thus, future work is necessary to identify the most suitable time to adapt the CA personal-
ity to the user and how to communicate a potential change or selection in the interest of
transparency, which I will address in the following challenge.

4.4.3 Acceptance & Ethical Considerations of Designing Personality-imbued Con-
versational Agents

Due to the growing ubiquity of CAs, it is paramount to contemplate ethical issues and user
acceptance in the context of imbuing CAs with personality. Informed by my research on
users’ attitudes towards personality-imbued CAs [Pub8] and robots [Pub3], as well as the
challenges of everyday intelligent systems [Pub1, Pub2, Pub9], I discuss three ethical aspects
that I deem important to address when realising this thesis’ vision.
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Toxic CA Personalities

My vision is motivated by the influence of CA personality on user attitude and behaviour,
which has the potential to create better andmore tailored user experiences [28, 157]. However,
CA designers who intentionally manipulate CA personality could also abuse this influence.
For example, CAs could be equipped with toxic personalities, such as charisma along with
aggressiveness and abusiveness, and installed in people’s homes. Various dystopian scenarios
are conceivable for such a toxic CA personality. For example, governments or companies
could use such agents to systematically influence users’ opinions, or fraudsters could try to
manipulate vulnerable users into trusting themwith their resources.Hence, it should bemade
mandatory that supervisory authorities define rules for the use of CA personalities, similar to
what Shneiderman [198] proposed for human-centred artificial intelligence systems in general,
and that security mechanisms be developed and made integral into their construction.

Verbal Abuse of CAs

Another challenge is that voice assistants have frequently become targets of verbal abuse
by their users [49, 213]. This phenomenon is not exclusive to voice assistants but has also
been observed with robots in malls [30] or computers that are shouted at by their frustrated
users [47], which called for our examination into users’ attitudes towards punishing robots
in [Pub3].4 Being designed as subservient assistants, today’s popular voice assistants suggest
a certain tolerance for this verbal abuse [54]. For example, Siri used to answer “I’d blush if I
could” upon being called a “bi***” [213]. Although voice assistants now refuse to respond to
this kind of sexual harassment, they continue to be available to users after such comments.

As people cannot hurt the feelings of an artificial agent, why should we care about verbal
abuse? First, abusive behaviour in human-agent interaction could also transfer back to inter-
human interaction [214]. Second, although today’s popular voice assistants refuse to identify
with a human gender when asked, they have female names and are presented with female
voices by default [171]. By associating female-sounding voice assistants with subservience and
tolerance for sexual harassment, gender stereotypes and inequalities could be perpetuated
or even reinforced [213].

Previous work suggests that personality perceptions, among other factors, influence users
as to whether or not they will abuse agents and robots [15, 98, 188]. In our exploration of
users’ attitudes towards robot punishment, we also found that a robot’s response to abuse
(e.g. wriggling as a response to blinding) makes participants uncomfortable about adminis-
tering the punishment [Pub3]. The research presented in this thesis demonstrates that most
users envision CAs as friendly, obedient helpers [Core5, Core7]. Despite these expectations,
future work should explore whether personalities can be moulded to assist the user without
tolerating abuse or perpetuating gender bias.

4It should be noted that this abusive behaviour is by no means pervasive among all users [213]. On the contrary,
many users apply social conversation rules, such as saying “thank you” and “please”, even though they are talking
to an agent [Core7, 126]. In our study on users’ attitudes towards punishing robots, we also found that many users
are reluctant to punish robots and feel uncomfortable scolding them [Pub3].
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Acceptance and Transparency of Personality-imbued CAs

CAs with a human-like personality are likely to (1) be used for tasks where they replace
human-human interaction, and (2) collect huge amounts of personal data, including users’
own personality traits. In [Pub8], we investigated users’ attitudes towards such a personality-
imbued CA provided by the platform Juji5. This text-based CA interacts with users for the
purpose of customer service tasks and job interviews and analyses their language to infer
their personality. Users’ interactions with the Juji CA have been the subject of several studies
(e.g. [89, 222, 223]). Our findings show that users underestimated howmuch information such
a CA could extract from a seemingly unobtrusive chat. Notably, although the CA’s personality
was developed under scrutiny by Zhou et al. [224] and Li et al. [130] to engage users in the
conversation and share information, none of our participants commented on their person-
ality perception of the CA. Whilst most participants had a rather neutral attitude towards
personality assessment CAs, they considered their own personalities as sensitive data and
were reluctant to share the generated profiles with people other than family members and
close friends. In addition, it was difficult for participants to “trick” the CA into distorting their
personality profile, suggesting a limited understanding of these agents [Pub8].

These results and possible scenarios raise the question ofwhether personality assessment and
personality adaptation should be made transparent to the user, and to what extent the user
should be able to control these processes. In our research on user problems with intelligent
everyday systems based on topic modelling and qualitative analysis of online reviews, we
found that users often experience a loss of control when interacting with these opaque
systems [Pub1, Pub2]. The need for explanations, trust, and privacy are common challenges
for intelligent user interfaces [Pub9]. Future work should therefore examine not only which
factors drive user acceptance of personality-imbued CAs, but also how these agents can offer
users control over different personality versions as well as data collection and privacy.

5https://juji.io, last accessed 10th May 2022
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4.5 Closing Remarks

Samantha: “The DNA of who I am is based on the millions of
personalities of all the programmers who wrote me. But what
makes me me is my ability to grow through my experiences. So
basically, in every moment I’m evolving, just like you [...].”
Theodore: “Well you seem like a person, but you’re just a voice in a
computer.”
Samantha: “I can understand how the limited perspective of an
un-artificial mind would perceive it that way. You’ll get used to it.”

– Excerpt from the film Her (2013): Dialogue between the human
protagonist Theodore and his CA Samantha.

The long-term vision of this thesis is to enable CA designers and researchers to synthesise
different CA personalities and tailor them to individual user preferences. To this end, this
thesis contributes methods, artefacts, and empirical findings to imbue CAs with personalities.
Furthermore, our work provides insights into individual preferences for CA personalities,
which can be used to tailor CAs to users.

However, the above quote illustrates a dilemma that could arise if CA designers eventually
become too good at creating tailored CAs. In the film Her, the protagonist Theodore falls in
love with his voice-controlled operating system, Samantha, because Samantha is perfectly
tailored to his needs and wishes, as determined by a questionnaire during the setup. Pop
culture has painted various of these utopian or dystopian (depending on the point of view)
CAs close to technological singularity. In the light of this potential future, do we really want
to completely blur the line between human-human and human-agent interactions? Do we
tailor CAs until they represent the perfect human-like interlocutor for a user, or do we leave
it at a certain deliberate imperfection?

Researchers have raised doubts about using the humanmetaphor for the interaction with
CAs [68]. One reason for these doubts is that this metaphor leads to exaggerated expectations
that the agents often cannot fulfil [59, 135, 178]. Furthermore, as discussed above, several
ethical issues and potential dangers arise from this metaphor. This thesis has demonstrated
that users perceive thepersonalities of CAsdifferently fromhow theyperceivehumans [Core4]
and that a CA’s artificiality is a feature that they notice [Core3, Core4]. Hence, I would urge
CA researchers and designers to deliberately use these differences in perceptions to draw
clear boundaries between the two.

Despite these challenges, my work has highlighted the powerful effect of deliberately shaping
a CA’s personality on users’ likeability ratings and engagement. The proliferation of CAs
is expected to continue to increase in the coming years [50]. It is expected that CAs will
permeate even more domains, such as the (mental) health sector [22, 136] (the context for
the work in [Core3]), intelligent tutoring [199], or socially assistive robots [19]. Creating these
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tailored experiences could open up new frontiers in how people interact with machines.
These tailored experiences could include a personal tutor whose personality is tailored to
engage the student, a text-based CA with which a mentally ill user feels safe to converse at
all times, or a robot that nudges its elderly user to take their medication whilst providing
companionship. I hope that my work will support and inspire CA designers and researchers
to imbue their CAs with personalities that best match their users’ preferences.
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